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William Bloom
When Ann Napier,
the loved co-founder
of Cygnus, went into
hospital last year she
was given a standard
form to complete
and one of its sections asked for her
religion.
Similarly, in a few weeks’ time everybody who lives in the United Kingdom
will be asked the same question when a
large envelope thuds through our letter
boxes, containing the questionnaire for
the 2011 UK Census, which everyone is
required to fill in by the 27th March. In
the section that asks ‘What is your religion?’ there are boxes you can tick. They
vary according to whether you are in
Wales, Scotland, England or Ulster, and
include: ‘No Religion’, ‘Christian’,
‘Buddhist’, ‘Hindu’, ‘Jewish’, ‘Muslim’
and ‘Sikh’.
The last box in this section states ‘Any
other religion’ and you can write in your
own answer.
An opportunity for influence
So, what will you write in that box?
This issue requires, I believe, some careful consideration, because the information from the Census will be reviewed by
Whitehall civil servants and the Office
for National Statistics and then used to
guide national and local government policy. It can influence, for example, the
curriculum of Religious Studies in
schools, the way in which pastoral and
chaplaincy work is done in hospitals, colleges and prisons, and NHS initiatives
that link spirituality with wellbeing.
For the last three years I have been part
of a group thinking carefully about how
best to work with this opportunity. The
problem is language. Is there a single
word that we could all use in the Census
and the hospital Religion Box? In the
conversations I’ve had over the last years,
comments include:
‘Why one word?’
‘Why holistic?’
‘Why not spiritual?’
‘Are you trying to create another religion?’
‘Isn’t diversity the answer. The more different words the better.’
I understand and respect all these perspectives but, my friends, could we not
possibly, just for the sake of this exercise
and the collective good of our nation,
agree on a single term?
When Ann went into hospital, she

Finding Our Unified Voice
wrote ‘holistic’ in the religion box.
‘Holistic’ is also the word that I am suggesting we all might consider using in
the Census form too.
‘Holistic’ is a good and useful word.
For a start it does not mean a particular
religion, faith or belief. What it means is
a general approach – an approach that is
open-hearted, open-minded, recognises
the connections between all aspects of
life and respects the essence of all the
world’s various spiritual traditions. It is
also a word that recognises the links
between spirituality, health and wellbeing; and supports our care and love for
the natural world. It is also a word that is
respectable, mainstream and already
widely used in education, healthcare and
government. It is a neutral kind of word,
but nevertheless inclusive and suggesting
many positive things.

But I understand fully that it may not
be the right word for you. It may not
sing to the tune of your heart. All the
same, for the sake of the Census and a
unified voice, I would love you anyway
to consider using it.
Here is what Gill Edwards, one of our
most eloquent and inspirational spiritual
teachers, has to say:
‘Countless people are deeply spiritual but
not religious – and it is time for us to stand
up and be counted, literally. The Census is
an opportunity to reveal the changing face
of religion, as so many connect with a
broader awareness of life, while not identifying with a mainstream religion. I will be
writing ‘Holistic’ in the box on Census day.’
And here is what Tim Freke, another of
our best spiritual authors, writes:
‘For some decades now a new form of
spirituality has been arising as an alternative to traditional religion and secular
materialism. It is hard to define because it
is so open an inclusive, but I am happy to
call it ‘holistic’, because it needs a clear
name if it is to have a voice within our culture: And it needs a voice so that the huge

number of people who are part of this
important development in the evolution of
spirituality can be recognised and their
insights heard.’
Towards the end of January (after this
issue of the Cygnus Review has been
printed) I will be participating in a small
meeting of peers in the House of Lords,
with the possibility of a joint statement
supporting this holistic approach and
perhaps even an ongoing all-party group
focusing on a holistic approach to spirituality in education, healthcare and social
service. The meeting may come to nothing (I will report back in the next issue
of Cygnus), but it is hopeful and interesting that there are peers who are interested and, for them, the word ‘holistic’
certainly struck the right tone.
What then might be the benefits of
this consistent approach?
If we can create a coherent voice and
demonstrate that there really is a growing number of people who have moved
on from adherence to a single faith, to a
more modern and inclusive approach,
then we will be able to support, for
example, all those teachers and healthcare workers who are already working
with a holistic attitude. Imagine a quiet
room in every school dedicated to religious studies and self-managed healthcare. Imagine all hospital boards having
a holistic committee member representing an inclusive spiritual approach and
the benefits of spiritual healing and
holistic pastoral care.
From one angle, all of this would just
represent a change that is already happening, but is not yet represented in
official bodies. By writing ‘holistic’ in
the religion box, you can help integrate
our creative and positive spiritual ideas
into the fabric of society — spiritual citizenship!
If you support this idea, please tell your
friends and register your support on our
new website www.whyholistic.org.
Individually we can do great good,
together we can work wonders.
All my love, William
www.whyholistic.org
www.holisticmap.org
If you would like to distribute fliers for
the Census campaign, please contact
Chrissy Holmes at admin@f4hs.org
or 07947 114553 or download them
and print them yourself from
www.whyholistic.org
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RAM DASS

Imagine feeling more love from someone than
you have ever known. You’re being loved
even more than your mother loved you when
you were an infant, more than you were ever
loved by your father, your child, or your most
intimate lover – anyone. This lover doesn’t
need anything from you, isn’t looking for personal gratification, and only wants your complete fulfillment.
You are loved just for being who you are, just
for existing. You don’t have to do anything to
earn it. Your shortcomings, your lack of selfesteem, physical perfection, or social and economic success – none of that matters. No one
can take this love away from you, and it will
always be here.
Imagine that being in this love is like relaxing
endlessly into a warm bath that surrounds and
supports your every movement, so that every
thought and feeling is permeated by it. You feel
as though you are dissolving into love.
41%
This love is actually part of you; it is
off!
always flowing through you. It’s like the
subatomic texture of the universe, the dark
matter that connects everything. When you
tune in to that flow, you will feel it in your
own heart – not your physical heart or your
emotional heart, but your spiritual heart, the
place you point to in your chest when you
say, ‘I am.’
This is your deeper heart, your intuitive
heart. It is the place where the higher mind,
pure awareness, the subtler emotions, and
your soul identity all come together and you
connect to the universe, where presence and
love are.
Unconditional love really exists in each of us.
It is part of our deep inner being. It is not so
much an active emotion as a state of being. It’s
not ‘I love you’ for this or that reason, not ‘I
love you if you love me.’ It’s love for no reason,
love without object. It’s just sitting in love, a
love that incorporates the chair and the room
and permeates everything around. The thinking
mind is extinguished in love.
If I go into the place in myself that is love and
you go into the place in yourself that is love,
we are together in love. Then you and I are
truly in love, the state of being love. That’s the
entrance to Oneness. That’s the space I
entered when I met my guru.
A different state of being
Years ago in India I was sitting in the courtyard of the little temple in the Himalayan
foothills. Thirty or forty of us were there
around my guru, Maharaj-ji. This old man
wrapped in a plaid blanket was sitting on a
plank bed, and for a brief uncommon interval
everyone had fallen silent. It was a meditative
quiet, like an open field on a windless day or a
deep clear lake without a ripple. I felt waves of
love radiating toward me, washing over me
like a gently surf on a tropical shore, immersing me, rocking me, caressing my soul, infi-

nitely accepting and open.
I was nearly overcome, on the verge of tears,
so grateful and so full of joy it was hard to
believe it was happening. I opened my eyes
and looked around, and I could feel that everyone else around me was experiencing the
same thing. I looked over at my guru. He was
just sitting there, looking around, not doing
anything. I was just his being, shining like the
sun equally on everyone. It wasn’t directed at
anyone in particular, For him it was nothing
special, just his own nature.
This love is like sunshine, a natural force, a
completion of what is, a bliss that permeates
every particle of existence. In Sanskrit it’s
called sat-cit-ananda, ‘truth-consciousnessbliss,’ the bliss of consciousness of existence.

EDITOR’S CHOICE: Even more
savings when you buy extra copies!
BE LOVE NOW
Ram Dass
& Rameshwar Das

As one of the most
respected spiritual
explorers of recent
times, Ram Dass has
been a beacon for spiritual seekers worldwide,
challenging us to find
new sources of meaning and purpose in our
everyday lives. Be
Love Now is a blend of autobiography and
spiritual insight in which he uses the stages
of his own spiritual awakening and life experiences to help manifest your realization of
unconditional love, present moment awareness and the path of the heart. Find the
place where the higher mind, pure awareness, the subtler emotions, and your soul
identity all come together and you connect
to the universe, where presence and love
are. Share in his spiritual practice, learn of
his travels, his guru and the other beings
that opened his spiritual heart, and let your
consciousness evolve.
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That vibrational field of ananda love permeates everything; everything in that vibration is
love. It’s a different state of being beyond the
mind. We were transported by Maharaj-ji’s love
from one vibrational level to another, from the
ego to the soul level. When Maharaj-ji brought
me to my soul through that love, my mind just
stopped working. Perhaps that’s why unconditional love is so hard to describe, and why the
best descriptions come from mystic poets.
Most of our descriptions are from the point of
view of conditional love, from an interpersonal
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Be Love Now

standpoint that just dissolves in that unconditional place.
When Maharaj-ji was near me, I was bathed
in that love.
Welcome to the path of the heart! Believe it
or not, this can be your reality, to be loved
unconditionally and to begin to become that
love. This path of love doesn’t go anywhere. I
just brings you more here, into the present
moment, into the reality of who you already
are. This path takes you out of your mind and
into your heart.
Love is a natural human inclination. Each of
us has our own key to unlock the reality of our
heart.
Falling into love
The first time you experience unconditional
love as an adult, it may be a gentle melting of
a glacier. Or it may be more of a cataclysm,
like a giant earthquake that shakes you to
your inner core. You are falling in love, but the
act of receiving love that intense and allencompassing changes your conception of
yourself. You can’t swim is such a vast ocean
and remain entirely in the small pond of your
limited self. Even if that opening is only for an
instant, even if it goes away and is apparently
forgotten, that moment of realization, of the
heart opening, colours the rest of a lifetime.
There’s no going back.
From Be Love Now, ©2011 by Ram Dass and
Rameshwar Das, published by Rider.

LOVE FOR
NO REASON
Marci Schimoff &
Carol Kline

40%
off!

In Love for No
Reason, Marci
Shimoff introduces a
new paradigm – love
as an inner state of
being that you can
access at any time.
When you experience love for no reason, you don’t need to
get it from other people, the right partner, the
perfect body or a great job, because you
bring love to the world around you: you are
love. Supported by the latest findings in neuroscience, Love For No Reason offers
methods to experience unconditional love in
every area of your life, developing and nurture this love from the inside out. Marci introduces the concept of the Love Body – a
positive energy field that encompasses and
enriches the body and mind. This revolutionary programme is based on the most recent
scientific research on the biochemistry of
love. Marci also supplies strategies for maintaining unconditional love in the face of
everyday challenges in the areas of relationships, work and overall health and wellbeing.
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NEALE DONALD WALSCH

They say that ‘necessity is
the mother of invention,’ but
they’re wrong. Barbara Marx
Hubbard is.
And you are. And we all
are. We are each inventing
ourselves, and the life we
are living, in every single
moment of Now. And we are
doing exactly the same for
all of humanity. For as we invent ourselves individually, we do so collectively.
The act of ‘inventing’ goes on continually. Put
another way, we are new in every moment. We
are not the same as we were before, not even
for a nanosecond, nor is our species as a
whole. The question is not whether we are
changing, but how; not whether humanity 41%
off!
is in the act of ‘becoming,’ but what?
In creating humanity’s answer to
these questions, your life does make
a difference – and the difference it
makes can be huge, if you’ll let it be.
Finding yourself
All of this may be a little bit difficult
to believe, or at least to embrace as
your Functioning Reality, but that’s
why The Mother of Invention is so
perfect for you right now. It appears
to be a biography, but you’re soon
going to find out that it is not only about someone else’s life, it is about your own; that it is not
only a wonderful story in which to lose oneself,
but a wonderful way in which to find oneself.
The end of this story depends, in part, on you.
I believe deeply that life is creational – that is,
what we are collectively experiencing is a product of what we are collectively creating. And I
wanted to place before you a story that throws
open the door of possibility to all of us, answering at last the question: ‘What can I do?’ and
ending at last the frustrated lament: ‘I’m only
one person.’
I want you to know that ordinary, average people such as you and me can have an impact on
our entire planet – and that, should we all
choose to move in some of the same directions
together, we can really have an impact.
That possibility opens for all of us, through
the real-life example of a housewife and mother
of five who chose to create a better world – and
who is choosing to do so right now, up to this
very minute. If this person can do it, we all can!
Many people have heard of Barbara Marx
Hubbard – and many people have not. I like the
fact that she is not a household name, immediately recognizable the world over. That makes
her more like us, and a wonderful model. A
template. An outpicturing of what we all are –
and what we are all potentialed to be.
‘Potentialed’ is a new word. I just made it up. I
like it. It says exactly what I want it to say. I
think that we all are... no, I know that we all
are... imbued with the potential to be more than
we’ve so far allowed ourselves to be. Further, I
think that we all know it. And I think that we are
all endowed with an impulse to move toward

The Mother of Invention

our highest expression of that More that we
know we are.
An inspiration to courage
I’m convinced that all we need is courage,
and all we need to gather the courage is a
model, a template, a contemporary example, a
here-and-now sample of how life could be lived
in a new way. In short, someone to inspire us.
That’s where Barbara comes in. Eighty years of
age at this writing, she feels that she and we are
just beginning, that humanity is going to break
through, not break down, and that we are ready
to set aside our old patterns and old beliefs and
old ways of being as we invent a New Human.

BOOK CIRCLE CHOICE: Even more
savings when you buy extra copies!

THE MOTHER OF INVENTION
Neale Donald Walsch

If your life story was being put into
a book, and it was so full that you
had to reduce it to the 25 most
significant episodes, which would
you choose? This fascinating
more-than-a-biography begins in
the future, unravelling futurist and
visionary thinker Barbara Marx
Hubbard’s story backward, from
December 22, 2012, to the date of
her birth. At the end of each chapter you are
invited to explore how you may directly apply
to your own daily life what Barbara has
observed and learned during her remarkable
80-year journey. In The Mother of Invention,
Neale places Barbara’s life and work in its
rightful place at the centre of human consciousness raising, and shows how the life
story of a modern seer can apply to the future
of every human being on earth.
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Barbara sees this as part of the natural evolutionary process of all sentient beings. And she
believes that there is a natural Place in Time
when conditions are perfect for all such beings
to launch a new way of living. It is the fulcrum.
It is the apogee. It is what Malcolm Gladwell
calls the Tipping Point.
For humanity, that time may very well be...
December 22, 2012.
Barbara and some of her friends are now calling this ‘Day One.’ They are inviting us to join in
envisioning, planning, and creating a huge,
global multimedia Satellite and Internet
Experience during the days leading up to the
22nd, telling the story of our species’ emergence as a new kind of human, and of the
beginning of the next cycle of evolution.
Amidst all the anxious wondering, worried
predictions, and negative speculation of many
around the globe who see 2012 as an Ending,
you and I are being urged by all the forces and
energies of the Universe to see it as a
Beginning – as Barbara sees it. Indeed,

Barbara calls it ‘a birthing.’
How has she come to this point of view? Is it
realistic? Could it be true?
Divine interventions
The answer is that the life of Barbara Marx
Hubbard includes a series of spiritual encounters. Yet this is not unusual, and does not make
Barbara different from most of us. I believe that
each of us experience, during our time on this
earth, what are called Divine Interventions. I
define these as moments when our mind, heart,
and soul are opened simultaneously. In such
moments we receive at all levels – mental, emotional, and spiritual – enormous truths about life.
My observation is that most human beings
(myself included) at first ignore these moments,
not recognizing them for what they are. Then,
when and if they do understand what is happening, they often don’t know what to do about
them, how to react to them, how to use them to
their own benefit (to say nothing of using them
for the benefit of humankind).
This is not our fault. We simply have not had
spiritual training. Our cultures have trained us
in how to use our bodies, and they have trained
us in how to use our minds, but they have done
very little to train us in how to interact with our
souls. Indeed, and amazingly, many elements
within our society don’t even acknowledge the
existence of the soul.
This is an indication of just how young our
species is. Speaking metaphorically, Barbara
Marx Hubbard says that we are still in the gestation period in our development and are only
now about to be birthed into the cosmic community of universal beings.
How does she know this? What makes her
think this is true?
It is because of those spiritual encounters in
Barbara’s life – three of them, to be exact. In
her case, she paid attention.
As we mature, we, too, will pay attention. We
will not only be able to acknowledge the existence of the part of our being from which such
wisdom flows – what we might call our Higher
Self – but we will also be able to communicate
with it, receive guidance from it, and relate to it
in a way that changes our lives forever.
Do we – you and I – really have a role to play
in the process of that spiritual maturation? For
ourselves and for our planet? And will we truly
be able to co-create a new world, and a new
way of living in our world, following the ‘end of
history’ in 2012? Or is this all just glib talk and
wishful thinking?
Well, those are the questions to be addressed
here. The answers that were given to Barbara
may be the answers that can be given to you.
Not all such spiritual answers come in visions
or dreams or meditations. Some spiritual
encounters come to us in very ordinary ways –
like reading books.
So dive right in. Enjoy. Rediscover yourself here.
Nay... reinvent yourself.
And all of us.

From The Mother of Invention, ©2011 by Neale
Donald Walsch, published by Hay House.
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LIVING WITH COMPASSION
TWELVE STEPS TO A
COMPASSIONATE LIFE
Karen Armstrong

Drawing on a wide range of material, ranging
from the spiritualities of the world religions to
the findings of contemporary neuroscience,
Karen Armstrong argues that compassion is
hardwired into our brains, yet is constantly
pushed back by our more primitive instincts for
selfishness and survival. She demonstrates in
twelve practical steps how we can bring compassion to the forefront of our lives. These
steps both reveal the inadequacies of our knowledge of ourselves
and others and enable us to unlock our potential for understanding,
empathy and altruism that can be translated into acts of kindness and
charity. They culminate in the most radical and challenging of all religious maxims – love your enemy. Karen shows that by transcending
the limitations of selfishness on a daily basis we will not only make a
difference in the world but also lead more fulfilled, happier lives.
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THE HEART’S NOTE with FREE CD
Stewart Pearce

Is your heart alight with life? In The Heart’s
Note, voice coach and sound healer Stewart
Pearce takes you to the seat of your soul,
ensconced in the secret chamber of your heart.
He teaches you how to harness the power of
harmonic resonance and chanting to help you
open up your heart and heal its wounds, allowing
it to radiate with joy. He guides you through techniques such as the guided meditations in The
Heart’s Note CD, which we’ll send free when you
buy the book. You will, he says, be enchanted by the magical ease
through which you begin creating a wholly new personal and planetary
paradigm, attuning your soul to the collective, universal heartbeat.
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SPECIAL OFFER: buy ‘Twelve Steps to a Compassionate Life’ &
‘The Heart’s Note’ together for £11.30
46%
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A COURSE IN WEIGHT LOSS
Marianne Williamson

What is the connection between spirituality and
weight loss? These lessons form a holistic paradigm for weight loss, addressing the spiritual,
emotional, and psychological elements involved
in what Williamson refers to as ‘conscious weight
loss.’ A Course in Weight Loss addresses the
true causal root of your weight-loss issues: a
place within you where you have forgotten your
divine perfection. As your mind reclaims its spiritual intelligence, your body will reclaim its natural
intelligence as well. The 21 lessons in this book will take you on a
deep, sacred journey. One step at a time, you will learn to shift your
relationship with yourself – and your body – from one of fear to one of
love. And you will begin to integrate the various parts of yourself –
mind, body, and spirit – to become, once again, and in all ways, the
beautiful and peaceful person you were created to be. Powerful and liberating, the lessons in this book actually go far beyond mere weightloss, carrying an important message for everyone who seeks to move
from fear to love and remember their divine perfection.
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LOVE NEVER ENDS

HOPE STREET Pamela Young

Every family has its secrets and tragedies, but
this family had a unique gift passed down from
generation to generation: the women of the
family were able to communicate with the Spirit
worlds. Hope Street begins with Pamela’
Young’s own childhood, watching as Spiritualist
friends attend her mother’s sittings. Pamela
then traces the way Spirit worked through the
generations, culminating in her own remarkable
mother. Swirling in and around these very vivid,
often earthy memories of life in Hope Street
are memories of the extraordinary spiritual phenomena that took place
there. Then, after her mother’s death, when Pamela was in the depths
of despair, she found her own spiritual gift. Guided by the spirit of her
mother, she finally understood this message of hope for humanity that
Spirit had been working for her to share. This story of awakening to
something eternal and full of love is sure to inspire.
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THE BARN DANCE James F Twyman

45%

If you ever wondered if we really can communi- off!
cate with our loved ones who have passed to the
other side, this book is your answer. Three and a
half years after his wife was murdered, guided
by a series of visions and dreams, James
Twyman was mystically drawn to a barn deep in
the Nevada wilderness, where Heaven and Earth
collide and magic changes lives. This is not the
story of a tragic loss, but a love story that will
reveal a world you never imagined. If you ever
longed to find a place where Heaven and Earth meet, this story will
reveal such a world, where love never ends and life goes on forever.
James wrote it to honour his wife, as well as for all who are searching
for inspiration and hope. The Barn Dance is a book about life, that,
says James, has the power to change the way you see everything.
Once you pick up this amazing book, which is written like a novel, you
won’t want to put it down.
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SPECIAL OFFER: buy ‘Hope Street’ &
‘The Barn Dance’ together for £12.15

THE ALPHABET OF
THE HUMAN HEART
Matthew Johnstone & James Kerr

‘A handbook for the happy, and a bible for
the broken-hearted’, The Alphabet of the
Human Heart is an enchanting and enriching journey through the upside and the
downside of what it means to be human –
our hopes and our fears, our strength and
our weakness, our highs and our lows. Quite literally ‘a book of two
halves’, firstly there is an upside A-Z, full of the happy and hopeful
aspects of our lives, such as A is for Adventure – the opposite of television, through G is for Gratitude, S is for Smile to Zen is the Place
to Be. Flip the book over, and the other downside half examines the
negative parts of our lives and how we can overcome them to lead
more positive and fulfilling lives. With affirmations, humorous illustrations throughout, and a definite sense of glee, Matthew Johnstone
and James Kerr’s little book of wisdom is also the perfect gift to help
cheer up a friend or loved one.
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GILL EDWARDS

One of my favourite stories
about talking to the body is
about a Norwegian storyteller
who had hepatitis B for 25
years. Then she heard that liver
cells only live for about twelve
months, so she wondered how
this disease was being perpetuated. Although it
felt rather silly, she decided to talk to her liver,
saying to it every morning, ‘All is well. There is no
danger any more.’ After several weeks, she
began to feel well again – and a blood test
revealed that she was now free of hepatitis.
The emerging field of conscious medicine
tells us that dis-ease, whether emotional or
physical, stems mostly from trauma. Trauma
tends to make us feel unsafe or unloved –
which tells our body that it is in danger. The
younger we are, the more easily we are traumatised – and the negative beliefs which result
from trauma can threaten our mental and physical health. These fear-based beliefs readily trigger the stress response, which brings about a
cascade of neurochemical responses
46%
off!
throughout the body which are useful in an
emergency. But all too often, the stress
response is activated chronically – and then
we are heading towards disease.
One of my clients recalls coming home from
nursery school, and proudly showing his crayon drawing of a cow to his mother. ‘That’s
nothing like a cow’, she snapped at him, tossing his precious drawing into the bin. He was
devastated, and decided that ‘I am stupid’, ‘I
am unlovable’ and ‘Nothing that comes out of
me is any good’. By the time I saw him, at the
age of 29, he suffered from panic attacks, severe
acne, irritable bowel syndrome and chronic back
problems. His bodymind was trying to grab his
attention, calling him to heal the past so that he
could find his freedom and creativity. As he made
more life-affirming choices, the panic attacks
stopped and his body began to heal.
Find a new way of being
When I received a diagnosis of breast cancer
four years ago, I knew it offered a huge opportunity for personal and spiritual growth. As soon
as I ‘spoke’ to the tumour, it said ‘I came in
answer to your prayers.’ I quickly saw that a
healing journey through cancer would allow me
to write a book on conscious medicine from personal experience. It also gave me permission to
resolve the painful situation which had triggered
the cancer – a ‘love triangle’ with a married
friend, who had felt unable to speak to me for
three years. I had attracted this outer situation
because it mirrored trauma from my own childhood, which is why I felt so powerless to resolve
it, and why it preoccupied me for so long. The
cancer was a finger pointing at the moon: ‘Here
is your path of evolution. Move beyond your old
pattern of feeling separate from love, and find a
new way of being in the world.’
Whenever I hear that a client has a so-called
‘terminal’ diagnosis, or that conventional medicine has nothing more to offer, I feel a surge of
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excitement. Not that there is anything wrong with
choosing conventional medicine (and it can easily be combined with conscious medicine).
However, when we let go of searching for outer
solutions, we often become willing to make the
inner changes which can lead to true healing.
True healing is not about suppressing symptoms
or returning to a former state of health, but about
evolving to become your future self. Then the illness becomes a friend – a guide and teacher –
rather than an enemy to battle against.
Become your future self
What we resist persists – so giving up the
battle against disease can allow healing.
Surrender does not mean giving into despair
and resignation. It means trusting in a loving
universe in which everything is unfolding perfectly. It means stepping off the battleground,
and making peace with what is happening,
including being ill or in pain. Once you stop trying so hard to heal, fresh insight or solutions
will often fall into your lap.

CONSCIOUS MEDICINE
Gill Edwards

In Conscious Medicine
Gill Edwards describes
how the new biology and
new physics, along with
energy medicine and
energy psychology, point
the way towards a radical
new approach to health
and healing – one which
is based on living in a conscious universe,
rather than a material universe, tapping into
the transformative power of consciousness,
energy and the bodymind. She explains how
emotions are crucial in health and disease,
showing how, when you break your old
habits of thought, you can not only reverse
disease processes and heal injuries but also
attract more positive events and circumstances into your life. Always thought-provoking and inspiring, as we have come to
know and love Gill, her new work is an
accessible, practical and joyous book.

368pp, 135mm x 215mm, softback, 2010, RRP £12.99

Code: 201201 Cygnus Price £6.99

If you cannot see the gifts from a disease (or
any challenge), I believe it is because you cannot see a big-enough picture. The story is still
unfolding, or you are still too close to it. For me,
the body is intelligent, conscious and infinitely
helpful, and any symptom is a precious gift
which is symbolically pointing towards stuckness and unfulfilled potential.
So how do you create disease? By persistently holding thoughts which are not aligned with
your higher self – such as criticising, complaining, blaming, justifying, feeling guilty or powerless or victimised, giving in or rescuing others,
feeling insecure or unworthy, or thoughts of
lack, scarcity and limitation. Or by feeling
trapped in a relationship or job which is no

longer meeting your needs. Or by getting lost in
addictions – perhaps to work, busyness, shopping, alcohol or drugs – in order to run away
from yourself. Or by fervently desiring something which you tell yourself you cannot have.
Even wanting to change the world for the better
can create huge inner conflict – and threaten
your health – if you habitually focus on what is
‘wrong’, or what others are doing ‘wrong’, rather
than being a visionary who takes inspired and
joyful action. Our higher self never focuses on
problems, only solutions!
In order to heal, you have to be truly happy –
which (as I know) is not quite as easy as it
sounds! It does not mean pretending to be
happy, or spouting affirmations to cover up how
you really feel. Nor does it mean caring for others
at your own expense, while putting on a brave
smile. It means being true to yourself, honouring
your own feelings and needs, releasing trauma,
breaking your old patterns and following your
bliss – which allows Source energy to flow freely
through you. Ultimately, all dis-ease can probably
be traced back to separating ourselves from
Love. Once we reconnect with Source from within, we feel safe and loved – whatever is happening – and the body can heal itself.
©2011 Gill Edwards
www.livingmagically.co.uk

HEALING DIS-EASE CD Gill Edwards

When we chronically
hold negative thoughts, it
sets up resistance in our
energy field, emerging as
negative emotions such
as fear, guilt, frustration
or insecurity – and eventually, as physical symptoms and dis-ease. When we connect with
higher emotions – such as hope, joy, trust and
unconditional love – we reconnect to our
wholeness and begin to heal. These visualizations help you meet your dis-ease and your
inner healer and go within your body.

2 tracks, running time 62 min, 2010, RRP £10.95
Code: D210209 Cygnus Price £9.99

CHANGING YOUR BELIEFS CD

Our beliefs are the basis
of how we create our reality, explains Gill. We
attract, filter and process
every experience through
our beliefs – so many of
which were set up in early
childhood, and are held in
the subconscious mind. Changing your
beliefs can transform your life. These gentle
guided visualizations – exploring the Seven
Rooms of Belief and taking an Inner journey
to your Garden of Beliefs – can help you to
change your beliefs at a fundamental level.

2 tracks, running time 60 min, 2010, RRP £10.95
Code: D210210 Cygnus Price £9.99
SPECIAL OFFER: buy ‘Healing Dis-Ease’ &
‘Changing Your Beliefs’ CDs together for £18.98

Order line: 01558 825 500 Query line: 01558 825 503

CONSCIOUS MEDICINE: RECOMMENDED READING

‘This is just a small selection of recent, classic or favourite books
from my own library that give a fresh, inspiring approach to health
and healing, or help us step into a conscious universe.’ Gill Edwards
save
47%!

THE GENIE IN YOUR GENES
Dawson Church

Gill says, ‘This is an exciting look at how our
beliefs and emotions shape our biology, the
science behind why EFT and other forms of
energy medicine work, and how science and
spirituality are moving closer together.’
We used to think that our DNA determined
much of our behaviour as well as our physical
characteristics. No more. Ground-breaking
new scientific research shows that many
genes are being turned on and off – every
day – by our beliefs, feelings and attitudes. Every thought we think
ripples throughout our bodies, affecting our immune system, brain
and hormone system. This book shows you how to take control of
your health and wellbeing with thoughts and feelings that raise your
level of vitality and happiness. Illustrating his ideas with over 300
convincing scientific studies, Dawson Church shows you how you
have the potential to shift those genes to radically improve your life.
Try it – and be amazed at how good you can feel.

364pp, 150mm x 228mm, illus. in b&w, softback, 2007, RRP £14.99
Code: 171007Cygnus Price £7.99

MATRIX ENERGETICS Richard Bartlett

Gill says, ‘At the cutting edge of conscious save
40%!
medicine, chiropractor and naturopath
Richard Bartlett describes his method of helping people shift into different probable realities
– creating everyday miracles in health and
healing. Entertaining and mind-blowing stuff!’
Dr Richard Bartlett discovered that by lightly
touching his clients, while at the same time
applying focused intent, he could restore them
to a physically, mentally, and spiritually balanced state, instantly shifting energy blockages
and misalignments that had plagued them for years. He found that he
could teach anyone how to do this, and here, in Matrix Energetics, Dr
Bartlett shows us how to access this process, that merges the science
of subtle energy with our innate imaginations. Each of us can shift the
way we see and experience the reality around us, to tap into the matrix
– in essence, travel in time – and bring a healthy state back into the
present for immediate, profound results.
save
46%!

204pp, 140mm x 214mm, illus. in b&w, softback, 2007, RRP £8.99
Code: 190906 Cygnus Price £5.40

THE JOURNEY Brandon Bays

Gill says, ‘Brandon Bays famously healed herself of a football-sized growth in her abdomen
in six weeks, using self-help techniques that
led to The Journey workshops.’
The Journey is a unique process of selfhealing pioneered by Brandon Bays. It has
freed thousands from lifelong emotional and
physical blocks by guiding them directly to the
root cause of any longstanding difficulty and
then giving them the tools to finally and completely resolve it. Then, once these blocks are
gone, a huge potential of boundless, joyous energy is released. This
energy, says Brandon, is our birthright.

196pp, 135mm x 216mm, softback, 1999, RRP £12.99
Code 090801 Cygnus Price £6.99

ANYTHING CAN BE HEALED
Martin Brofman

Gill says, ‘The author healed himself of ‘terminal
cancer’ in 1975 by radically changing his life from
the inside out. A practical book integrating Western
psychology and Eastern spirituality to offer an
approach to health that focuses on the chakras.’
Martin Brofman is living proof of the effectiveness of his healing techniques. Diagnosed with
terminal cancer, he chose to make every moment
count, and his healing journey led not only to the
disappearance of his tumour, but to the development of the system of healing he describes in this book: The Body
Mirror System of Healing. This is a technique that can be used by anyone – professional healers, practitioners, therapists and their clients
alike. Brofman’s groundbreaking work on chakras and their connection
to both mind and body allows us to read the body as a map of the consciousness, tracking routes from symptoms through to causes and then
working with them. Learn these techniques and you may well nip in the
bud potential future ailments, too.

213pp, 154mm x 231mm, illus. in b&w, softback, 2003, RRP £9.99
Code 131125 Cygnus Price £6.99

MOLECULES OF EMOTION
Candace B Pert

save
44%!

Gill says, ‘This is a scientific yet personal account
of the biomolecular basis for how the mind
impacts on the body by a pioneering neuroscientist who discovered the biochemical correlates of
emotion, which led her towards spirituality.’
Why do we feel the way we feel? How do our
thoughts and emotions affect our health? In
Molecules of Emotion neuroscientist Candace
Pert provides startling and decisive answers to
these long-debated questions, establishing the
biomolecular basis for our emotions and explaining these new scientific
developments in a clear and accessible way. Her pioneering research
on how the chemicals inside us form a dynamic information network,
linking mind and body, is not only provocative. It is revolutionary.
Molecules of Emotion is a landmark work, possessing that rare power
to change the way we see the world and ourselves.

368pp, 128mm x 197mm, softback, 1998, RRP £8.99
Code: 085039 Cygnus Price £4.99

CANCER RECOVERY GUIDE
Jonathan Chamberlain

Gill says, ‘This is one of the very few books
about cancer that has the ‘feel-good’ factor. The
author’s wife died of cancer – or rather, from
medical treatment for cancer – before he discovered how many people had healed cancer using
gentle approaches.’
Jonathan Chamberlain was spurred on to a
journey in search of alternative methods of overcoming cancer. In Cancer Recovery Guide he
presents fifteen simple, practical strategies people have successfully
used for becoming well again. These strategies are grouped into
three families: those relating to the mind and the emotions (did you
know that stress make cancers more aggressive?); those relating to
the health of the whole body (cancer cannot survive in a tissue environment that is truly healthy); and those that focus on directly attacking the cancer tumours. The personal stories cited throughout the
book testify to the curative possibilities of the strategies presented.

Post to: Cygnus, PO Box 15, Llandeilo, SA19 6YX

174pp, 139mm x 216mm, softback, 2008, RRP £9.95
Code 180518 Cygnus Price £6.45
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ABUNDANCE FROM WITHIN
44%
off!

MANIFESTING CHANGE Mike Dooley

In Manifesting Change, Mike Dooley presents the teachings and exercises he shared
with his live audiences during his 2006 to
2008 world tour, to help you understand what
you really want, why you really want it, and
how to go about getting it with confidence. He
shows you how to follow your heart, to
embrace and optimize your own creativity in
making your dreams come true. He introduces
his Matrix method of visually exploring and
clarifying your desires, showing the flow of
events that will, or will not, automatically trigger changes in your life
based upon your thoughts, words, and actions. When ‘played’ properly, Mike says, this grid representation of ‘the entire spectrum of
reality, containing all possible dreams and end results’, gives a shortcut to manifesting your most fulfilling and rewarding life possible.
Mike’s style is, as ever, accessible and welcoming.

224pp, 153mm x 234mm, hardback, 2011, RRP £13.99
Code: 210211 Cygnus Price £7.89

ABUNDANCE FROM SOURCE CD
Jerome O’Connell

Free
CD!

SPECIAL OFFER: buy ‘Manifesting Change’ &
‘Abundance from Source’ together for £16.88

EMBRACING CHANGE CD
Louise L Hay

In this powerful presentation, Louise L. Hay
discusses the experiences that have shaped
and altered her belief system – and reveals
how you, too, can change your thinking... and
change your life! Louise explains how she
40%
evolved from a fearful, abused young woman
off!
without self-esteem... to the successful, empowered teacher/author
that she is today. She describes how she overcame a diagnosis of cancer through the use of tools such as affirmations, visualisation, prayer,
therapy and healthful eating. Giving deep insight into her life story, she
goes on to discuss our connection to our inner child, and the importance of using the treasures within us in order to release our emotional
and physical burdens to achieve wellbeing.
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2 CDs, total running time 116 minutes, 2011, RRP £11.99
Code: D210212 Cygnus Price £7.19

www.cygnus-books.co.uk

I CAN MAKE YOU HAPPY
Paul McKenna

Do you want to experience greater joy than
ever before? What if it was possible to feel
happier than you had ever imagined? Perhaps
you simply want to stop feeling bad or sad. It
doesn’t matter whether you are sad, bored,
down, depressed, doing all right or quite
happy – Paul McKenna assures that his selfhypnosis system will help you become a lot
41%
happier. He explains that it takes a small
off!
amount of regular effort over a few days, following simple instructions
and using some powerful psychological techniques. The exercises and
hypnosis CD help you remove negative thinking and install positive
thought and behaviour programmes. The hypnotic element has been
carefully crafted to help you relax while it guides the unconscious mind.
Even when bad things happen, you will feel resilient and confident,
because you will be able to meet whatever challenges come your way
and return to your natural state of happiness.

208pp, 148mm x 210mm, softback + CD, 2011, RRP £10.99
Code: 210213 Cygnus Price £6.50

FRIED Joan Borysenko

Composer and healer Jerome O’Connell has
worked closely with his spirit guide, Chung Fu,
to create Abundance From Source, a guided
visualisation and chakra opening exercise to
help you discover and activate the Source of
abundance within. As you follow Jerome’s
soothing voice and absorb the carefully interspersed background sounds of nature and the elements, including a
crackling fire, bird and whale song, you will go deeper into relaxation,
slowing your breathing and allowing your spiritual awareness to come
forward. The sounds will assist you to gain access to your higher self
in order to activate potentials that already lie within you. Regular
practice of this visualisation will help you to strengthen your heart and
re-programme your conscious and subconscious mind with positive
affirmations within your daily life, enabling you to align yourself to the
Divine Source of all Abundance. The CD also includes a bonus track,
Great Mother To Us All, which is an invocation to the Divine Mother,
the Goddess who has many thousands of names and whose presence is to be celebrated all around the world. It is a sung prayer and
a blessing in the name of the Divine Feminine.

Total running time 45 mins approx, 2010, RRP £12.99
Code: D201204 Cygnus Price £9.99

THE ROAD TO HAPPINESS

40%

What happened to the spark you had as off!
a child that powered curiosity, engagement
with life, and creativity? Would you like to
be sure that you are living an authentic,
happy life as your most loving, creative
self? In Fried, Joan Borysenko helps you
to reconnect with the wholeness of your
life, so that you live in the infinite possibilities that life offers in the present moment.
She helps you to avoid or overcome
burnout – a disorder of hope and will, often
mistaken for depression – guiding you to re-ignite your soul’s fire
and reconnect with the Source of Being. A renowned pioneer in
stress and health, Joan’s approach straddles psychology, biology,
and soul in a completely fresh approach to burnout. Joan includes
personal accounts of burnout and recovery and shares the rich wisdom of people who have gone from fried to revived – including many
of Joan’s vibrant community of 5,000 Facebook Friends. This powerful and practical book is a must-read for our times.
41%
off!

256pp, 135mm x 216mm, softback, 2011, RRP £9.99
Code: 210214 Cygnus Price £5.99

UNSTUCK Dr James S Gordon

Despite the billions spent on prescription antidepressant drugs and psychotherapy, people
everywhere continue to grapple with depression. James Gordon, a respected psychiatrist,
believes that depression is a sign that our
lives are out of balance. He now offers a
drug-free, practical and effective way to get
unstuck, to heed it as your wake-up call, the
start of a journey that can help you become
whole and happy. Drawing on forty years of
pioneering work, Unstuck is Gordon’s programme for relief through
food and nutritional supplements; Chinese medicine; movement,
exercise, and dance; psychotherapy, meditation and guided imagery;
and spiritual practice. Unstuck is a thoughtful, practical and meditative guide to the ultimately rewarding journey out of depression.

448pp, 135mm x 216mm, softback, 2011, RRP £10.99
Code: 210215 Cygnus Price £6.50

SPECIAL OFFER: buy ‘Fried’ &
‘Unstuck’ together for £11.49

Email: info@cygnus-books.co.uk

PIERRE PRADERVAND

There is a widespread New
Age belief that our thoughts
create our diseases, i.e.that
we are responsible for everything that happens to us.
It is said by some that
‘resentment causes cancer,
oppression is something we
bring on ourselves, and
even, for some teachers of this school of
thought, poverty. Everything – ‘good’ or ‘bad’
results from our thoughts, and thinking a certain
way will guarantee certain results.’ For instance,
Rhonda Byrne, whose bestseller The Secret
has probably improved the lives of millions
around the planet, writes the following extremely
risky generalization in her recent book The
Power: ‘Without exception, every single time
you experienced something good in your life,
you loved and harnessed love’s positive force.
And every single time you experienced something not good, you didn’t love, and the result
was negativity.’ (Underscoring mine).
What about those hardened sinners who
swear, drink and damn the world and live in
perfect health till well in their nineties? And
what about Roger McGowen, whose amazing
saga is described in the recently published
Cygnus book, Messages of Life from Death
Row, who out of the purest unconditional love
for his brother Charles took the rap for him –
and as a result ended on death row, where he
is now starting his 24th year of incarceration?
There are many causes
I believe this kind of thinking brings on
immense suffering and a searing guilt to countless people and is sometimes the expression not
only of a complete misunderstanding of the complexity of the world and causal processes, but
can be the expression of a deep lack of compassion. It is often related to a rather simplistic view
of karma, i.e. that what I reap in this life is the
result of mistakes made in earlier lives. In one of
his many remarkable books, Grace and Grit,
Ken Wilbur quotes a leading master of
Dzogchen Buddhism, Namkhai Norbu, who
explains that ‘There are illnesses produced due
to karma, or the previous conditions of the individual. But there are also illnesses generated
that come from others, from the outside. And
there are illnesses that are provoked by provisional causes, such as food or other combinations of circumstances. And there are illnesses
generated by accident. There are all kinds of illnesses linked with the environment.’
Wilbur comments that this belief can even be
dangerous, in that it diverts attention away from
the numerous other causes of disease and
social pathologies in general.
Have the thoughts of the plantation workers in
Latin America who have been sprayed with
pesticides or work in pesticide-laden plantations
and drink pesticide infected water caused their
lethal lung and skin problems and many others? Is the dramatically poor health of the 7-8

Clearing Up a Misunderstanding

year old children working in the silver mines of
Bolivia 10 hours a day, who eat deplorable food
in inadequate quantities, due to their thinking?
Has the three month old baby in another part
of the Third World who contracted AIDS
because she was raped by a gang of adults
who believed that having sex with a virgin heals
one of AIDS – a very widespread belief in that
region and which does countless harm –
caused her ailment? I could easily cover page
after page of similar dramatic examples which
completely belie this simplistic New Age vision.
What disturbs me in the writing of even leading New Age proponents, some of whom I
admire deeply, is their total disregard of the
social, environmental and political consequences of this thinking. It too often tends to

MESSAGES OF LIFE
from Death Row
Pierre Pradervand

Messages of Life provides a living example
of how we can transform even the most dire
of circumstances into
an opportunity for transformation and flowering
of the soul. Imprisoned
on death row in Texas State Penitentiary, for
a crime he did not commit, Roger McGowen’s
situation was seemingly hopeless. Kept in terrible conditions, with virtually all compassion
stripped from his day to day life, Roger could
so easily have given up. But he believed that
God had a perfect plan for his life, and he
has now become a beacon of truth, hope and
inspiration for many. Often submitted to cruel
sensory deprivation, his only lifeline was with
his correspondents. From 1997 onwards,
they included Pierre Pradervand, who sent
Roger a copy of The Gentle Art of Blessing
[140801]. After reading it, Roger started to
ask for blessings for everyone around him,
and gradually, a weight lifted from him.
Roger’s letters – which form the foundations
of this book – reveal the blossoming of a
soul, a spiritual transformation that led him
from rage and victimhood to compassion, forgiveness, gratitude and unconditional love.

280pp, 152mm x 230mm, softback, 2010, RRP £11.99

Code: 201107 Cygnus Prices: 1 copy £7.99
2 or more copies £7.49 each

reinforce a sort of narcissistic concern for one’s
own well being and to foster disinterest in the
collective dimensions of living together on a
small planet. Proponents of this thinking too
easily become essentially centred on their own
narrow lives and forget that at another level we
are all one. I am that child in the silver mine, I
am that child who has been raped.
Rather than quote some great mystic on this
essential point, here is what Roger McGowen
wrote to a friend: ‘We are all one. We could not

exist alone, and yes, I do need the smiles of the
orphans. They make everything we do in the
name of humanity worth every pain we have. It is
such a shame that so many children are
orphaned in the world. But they do not suffer their
fate alone. As long as there are people who are
willing to go that extra mile to show their love,
then we all have something to rejoice about.’
Going the extra mile
Are you ready to go that extra mile, friend?
Do you realize that the seven-year old who is
working at in that silver mine is you? That it is
you who has just been raped? And can you
visualize that, not only with no sense of guilt
whatsoever (that really would be the last straw),
but with the understanding that by lifting those
children up to the Source in your own thoughts,
you can truly help them, you can become a
world healer? In my book on the Gentle Art of
Blessing I tell the extraordinary story of this
spiritual healer who, by seeing a band of ethnic
killers who had come to wipe out his whole
family as expressions of divine Love (yes !)
totally neutralized them and they left a couple
of hours later, totally transformed. So whether
you have a serious kidney problem or cancer is
relatively unimportant compared to your ability
to become a healer upflifting the planet.
Roger added in his letter to his friend. ‘Your
freedom aids mine.’ What an amazing statement. Freeing ourselves from all our little selfish concerns, allowing our hearts to be penetrated by a deep compassion for the world,
yearning with all our strength and vision for a
world that works for all – that can take us far.
And one day it will.
Much love to you all, Pierre

THE GENTLE ART
OF BLESSING
Pierre Pradervand

‘To bless,’ says Pierre,
‘means to wish,
unconditionally and
from the deepest
chamber of your heart,
unrestricted good for
others and events. To
bless is to acknowledge the omnipresent, universal beauty hidden from material eyes; it is to activate that
law of attraction which, from the furthest
reaches of the universe, will bring into your
life exactly what you need to experience and
enjoy.’ You will find that The Gentle Art of
Blessing is the perfect way to develop an
awareness constantly centred in love. This
extended edition, with 24 pages of extra
material, includes more blessings and a section where Pierre shares some of the correspondence he has received about the
impact of blessing in everyday life.

224pp, 138mm x 213mm, softback, 2010, RRP £11.99

Code: 140801 Cygnus Prices: 1 copy £7.99
2 or more copies £7.49 each

A weekend retreat with Pierre in Derbyshire, May 2011 – see p14 for more details
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Half
price!

THE CYCLE OF LIFE

THE MAYAN PROPHECIES FOR 2012
Gerald Benedict

The ancient Mayan civilization was advanced
in many ways, including their written languages, art, architecture and mathematical
and astrological systems. We are approaching
the end of one of their calendar cycles, that of
the 5,000-year Fourth Age. The Maya foresaw
this time as one of cataclysmic change, which
has often been described as ‘the end of the
world’. Gerald Benedict now looks in depth
into twenty-one of the most famous and culturally relevant prophecies, offers fresh insight into them and shows that
rather than a global apocalypse, 2012 will herald a radical change to
our way of life and a profound transformation of our consciousness.
These ancient prophecies relate to fascinating topics such as the
New Enlightenment, Galactic Synchronization, the Return of a
Supreme Being and Changes to the Earth’s Magnetic Field. Will we
bring about the destruction of the Earth or will we finally awaken from
our spiritual amnesia? Challenging us to make real changes in our
lives now, these ancient prophecies are a wake-up call for everyone.

256pp, 123mm x 185mm, hardback, 2008, RRP £10.99
Code: 210216 Cygnus Price £5.50

RHYTHMS OF THE WEEK
Wolfgang Held

Did you know that the human soul resonates from
day to day in seven differing moods? Rhythms of
the Week shows how we can strengthen our vitality by living more harmoniously with this and our
other natural, organic rhythms. Of course none of
us can avoid the hectic pace of things today. The
question is therefore not how to avoid this life-sapping way of living but rather how to cope better
with the arrhythmia of modern life and ultimately
organize it in a masterful and musical way, making
time our tool and ally. In Rhythms of the Week, Wolfgang Held introduces us to the diverse rhythms at work in our lives: from tiny seconds
to the great cosmic divisions of the Platonic year, so we can develop
our potential through a conscious relationship with time.

131pp, 130mm x 198mm, softback, 2011, RRP £7.99
Code: 210217 Cygnus Price £5.99

READER REVIEW OF THE MONTH
WINS A £10 VOUCHER

SAGE-ING WHILE AGE-ING
Shirley MacLaine

Shirley MacLaine may be age-ing, but her wit
and candour endure, as does her playfully serious seeking of knowledge, wisdom, and truth.
Sage-ing While Age-ing is a memoir of sorts,
but the view through Shirley’s eyes is expansive
and future-oriented. Shirley’s commitment to
seeking the truth has led her to a wide array of
matters: extra-terrestrial life, modern and alternative medicine, life after
death, synchronicities and the unseen forces at work in the universe,
and consciousness itself. Shirley herself says many of her interests are
referred to as ‘occult,’ which literally means ‘hidden’, but fans and fellow
travellers know that Shirley is anything but hidden – she exemplifies the
phrase, ‘Her life is an open book.’ And, even if we disagree or question
some of her conclusions, there is no doubt that Shirley MacLaine is a
dedicated pioneer of conscious exploration. Julie Clayton.
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270pp, 130mm x 198mm, softback, 2008, RRP £7.99
Code: 171120 Cygnus Price £5.99

SPECIAL OFFER: buy ‘Rhythms of the Week’ &
‘Sage-ing While Age-ing’ together for £10.98

44%
off!

ANGELIC MESSAGES
ANGEL WORDS
Doreen Virtue & Grant Virtue

When Doreen and her son Grant Virtue were
recording podcasts, they noticed that whenever
she said the word angel, the recording graphics
were shaped like angel wings! They studied the
other words she said and realised that those with
NEW!
a spiritual or loving basis had distinctively
shaped, large graphs. So they experimented with
saying negative words and found that their appearance was completely
different: tight and small. Similar to Masaru Emoto’s work with water
crystals, Angel Words gives visual proof of the power and impact of
speaking in a loving way. You’ll come to understand why positive words
express the most energy and therefore have the most power to manifest your dreams. You’ll also see how negative words have low energy
and read how they can actually draw negative experiences to you.
Their discoveries illustrate how positive words are like guardian angels
that lead us onto higher pathways.This intriguing book will immediately
motivate you to choose positive words!

224pp, 134mm x 215mm, softback, 2010, RRP £8.99
Code: 201211 Cygnus Price £4.99

ARCHANGELS 101 Doreen Virtue

40%

We’re often asked if we have a book to guide off!
in ‘which angels or archangels do what’. Well
here’s an ideal reference book – very nicely presented, it’s a gorgeous gift book – to the loving
and trustworthy archangels who watch over us,
and how you can develop a closer relationship
with them by learning their names and specialities. Doreen Virtue guides you in connecting with
NEW!
her favourite archangels; and you’ll read true stories from people who received protection, miraculous healings, and
amazing guidance from these beloved heavenly beings. Archangels
want to help each and every one of you live healthier and happier lives.
As unlimited beings, archangels can assist everyone simultaneously,
and this fascinating book will teach you which archangels to call upon
for various situations. Whether you’re new to working with angels, or
someone who has believed in angels all your life, you’ll want to refer to
Archangels 101 again and again.
177pp, 140mm x 185mm, illus in colour, hardback, 2010, RRP £9.99
Code: 201212 Cygnus Price £5.99

SPECIAL OFFER: buy ‘Angel Words’ &
‘Archangels 101’ together for £10.48

TEEN ANGELS (New
Edition) Diana Cooper

Being a teenager can feel
rather lonely – so many ups
and downs to go through, so
many big choices to make – yet
often you feel you can’t talk
about them with other people.
Parents can seem too old to
understand, and you may not
want your friends to know what
you’re feeling inside. That’s
where these cards come in. With their help, you can learn to ask for,
and receive the help of angels, who are ready and waiting to help us
at all times.... without judging us. Just tell the angels what’s on your
mind. Then choose a card from this pack. Read the words, let them
speak to you, feel the energy of the quality on the card fill you, and
know that you are no longer alone. This lovely new edition introduces wonderful new illustrations, bringing the deck right up to date.

52 cards, illus in colour, 2010, RRP £6.99
Code: 151124 Cygnus Price £5.25

Order line: 01558 825 500

Claire Nahmad
Lately I have been thinking of Brigid,
known throughout Britain in Druidic
times as the Divine Woman, although her
worship predates the Druids by a vast
stretch of centuries. She is particularly
associated with this month, as her feast
day falls on 1st February.
From earliest childhood
I have felt Brigid with
me. Her presence is at
once sublime and earthly, although she is centred in the mysteries of
the sacred earth and lifts
human perception far
away from worldliness.
For me, she has always
been the supreme symbol of the Sacred
Feminine, the feminine
aspect of Christ consciousness. I always
knew that in so far as I
could make it, my life would be dedicated to the service of Brigid. It was with
this service in mind that I wrote my book
on making angel blessing scrolls. The traditions of the Western Isles of Scotland,
on which the book is based, are infused
with the light of Brigid, more so than any
other extant tradition in the world.
Fiona Macleod, the Celtic prophetess
and writer who wrote with an otherworldly beauty and vision in the early years of
the twentieth century, had many dreams
and waking experiences of Brigid. She first
came to Fiona in her childhood, as she
came to me in mine. And yet it is not
quite correct to say so. It was to William
Sharp, contemporary of the poet WB
Yeats, that Brigid came when he was a boy.
She appeared as a beautiful woman
dressed in white who stood by a well,
with a mist of blueness around her as of
wild hyacinths. She touched him on the
brow, and he fell into a deep sleep. When
he awoke, he began his journey as a vessel

Brigid – A Vision of Hope
for Fiona Macleod, for Fiona’s spirit
spoke to the world through this rugged
Scotsman, a gifted author in his own
right. Their voices are entirely distinct,
and although William Sharp was publicly
disgraced as a fraud when his secret was
discovered, and his own
work and, tragically,
Fiona’s, fell out of favour
soon afterwards, his letters and notes and
recorded discussions with
friends testify to the genuineness of Fiona’s reality.
As William was a vessel
for Fiona, so Fiona was a
vessel for Brigid.
Standing on the brink of
the twentieth century,
Fiona looked into the
distant prospects of what
I believe is the future
that we are beginning to encounter today,
and gave forth these words:
I believe that though the Reign of Peace
may be yet a long way off, it is drawing near;
and that Who shall save us anew shall come
divinely as a Woman – but whether through
mortal birth, or as an immortal breathing
upon our souls, none can yet know.
Sometimes I dream of the old prophecy
that Christ shall come again upon Iona,
and of that later prophecy which foretells,
now as the Bride of Christ, now as the
Daughter of God, now as the Divine Spirit
embodied through mortal birth – the
coming of a new presence and power; and
dream that this may be upon Iona, so that
the little Gaelic island may become as the
little Syrian Bethlehem. But more wise it is
to dream, not of hallowed ground, but of
the hallowed gardens of the soul, wherein
She shall appear white and radiant. Or
that, upon the hills, where we are
wandered, the Shepherdess... Brigid the
White... shall call us home.

MAKE YOUR OWN ANGEL BLESSING SCROLLS Claire Nahmad

In this lovely book Claire Nahmad draws upon ancient Celtic traditions,
marrying the act of blessing with the creative healing power of the angels.
She shows you how to create beautiful Angel Blessing Scrolls, to celebrate
special occasions, such as births and marriages, or to invoke angelic protection for journeys, or bring comfort and healing in difficult times. Carefully
explaining each step in their preparation – with ideas for adornment , symbolism and colours – she suggests sympathetic wording and describes
how to invoke the blessings of the most appropriate angels and Celtic
deities. The scrolls can be drawn in attractive calligraphy, they can made
with aromatic oils or with flowers, feathers, herbs or crystals – as individual
and imaginative as you wish. Then, whether you secrete your scroll away,
as was traditional, or make it to display, it will provide a powerful conduit for love and blessing.

207pp, 134mm x 216mm, illus. in b&w, softback, 2010, RRP £10.99 Code: 200907 Cygnus Price £6.99

Post to: Cygnus, PO Box 15, Llandeilo, SA19 6YX

ECHOES OF
THE GODDESS
Simon Brighton &
Terry Welbourn

Over the past five
years Simon Brighton
and Terry Welbourn
have set out to discover what happened to
the Goddess after she
was evicted from her pre-Christian elevated
position as an equal to the Gods or as an individual deity. Travelling throughout Britain, they
uncovered traces of the divine feminine – from
holy wells and shrines, lost underground
chambers to folklore, legends and fairy tales –
to show that even after centuries of marginalisation, the goddess has remained with us.
This unique book provides a rare glimpse
through the sands of time to an era before
modernisation and secularisation took hold, a
time when pagan ritual and nature ruled the
land. Uncover the secret clues hidden
beneath our feet, including the dualism of
Christianity and paganism amongst many fascinating sites, ruins, churches and the very
landscape itself. This beautifully illustrated
book is perfect for anyone with an interest in
ancient spirituality and history.

256pp, 152mm x 229mm, illus in colour,
hardback, 2010, RRP £19.99
Code: 210218 Cygnus Price £12.99

As we ourselves stand at the threshold
of a time almost upon us, perhaps in
2012 or shortly thereafter, it seems that
indeed She – Brigid, the Bride, the
Brightness – is drawing ever closer to
human hearts. As I see her in vision, she
holds up a gathering of snowdrops, the
‘fair maids of February’ which were the
flowers that the angel offered to Eve as
she and Adam were banished from Eden.
Their meaning is ‘hope’, and they are a
promise from Brigid that we will indeed
regain Eden.
And she asks from us a libation associated with the sacred meaning of the season
or the quarter-year that Brigid’s feast-day
heralds: a libation of milk. She asks that
we pour forth a plentiful libation of the
milk of human kindness from the magical centre that is the human heart to all
people, all living things, all circumstances
of life. In this way, she assures us, we will
be led safely and joyfully through the
wondrous challenge that is coming.
©2011 Claire Nahmad
SPECIAL OFFER: buy ‘Make Your
Own Angel Blessing Scrolls’ & ‘Echoes
of the Goddess’ together for £18.98
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CHRIS THOMAS

There is a point at
which all of the
changes that have
been spoken of in the
last few years come
about.
As we moved into
November 2010, all of
the long awaited shifts
in energy began in earnest and we started a
new phase of development as the energies
we have available to us entered a new, and
final, phase of acceleration.
Many felt this new phase begin and welcomed it in, whilst others started to feel that
they were under pressure, almost to the point
of feeling under some kind of ‘attack’.
So what is going on?
If you look at the graph below, what is represented there is the way in which the energy frequencies connected with us and the
Earth have changed in recent years.
In order for us to be physical on this planet,
the Earth has always produced a ‘base-note’
frequency of 7.56 Hz (that is a frequency of
7.56 cycles per second). Don’t worry if you
do not understand cycles per second or Hz,
it is the values of the
level of change that are
important.
The Earth’s own frequency is that which
allows the soul to take
on physical form and
also, through our ‘root’
chakra, connects us to
the Earth.
At the time of Atlantis,
we had the whole of the
soul within the physical
body – not the physical
self/higher self soul division we have become
used to. The problem was that we knew that
the Earth’s base-note frequency was too low
to maintain our original ‘whole soul’ state but
we did not know what this frequency needed
to be raised to in order for us to be in that
state again.
For the past 7,000 years we have been
investigating what the new frequency needed to be and in the year 2,000 we finally
worked it out. Once we had arrived at the
answer, the Earth responded immediately
and raised her base-note frequency from its
original 7.56 Hz to 3,500 Hz (3.5 kHz) in
May of that year (green line on graph).
Unfortunately, humans being humans, we
were a little slow in responding in the same
way and it has taken us a further ten years
to arrive at the point where we can accelerate our own energies.
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Consciousness Change

A new phase of existence
This is what happened at the start of
November 2010. As can be seen from the
graph (blue line), we had raised our own frequencies a little (to around 13 Hz) but then
the graph begins to curve and then rise. By
the start of November 2011 we will have
caught up with the changes the Earth has
already made and be in a position to resonate at 3.5 kHz, allowing us to reintegrate
the whole of the soul back into the body
and, for the first time in 7,000 years, once
again become true Human Beings.
Once we have achieved that new state,
we begin an entirely new phase of human
existence which has no time limit.
The November 2011 date then allows us an
extra year to sort ourselves out before the
end of the calendrical cycle of the ‘Fifth Sun’,
of the Mayan Calendar, that ends on the 21st
December 2012. The important thing to
remember about the Mayan Calendar is that
it does not mean the end of the world, it just
means that we have completed the last cycle
of our old way of life and we are set to begin
an entirely new level of being. As we do
begin our new consciousness, the calendar

do not become drowned in the falsely created currents that would hold our change back.
It might be a bumpy ride for a little while, but
our destination is a new paradise on Earth.
©2011 Chris Thomas
HARDWIRED INTO
THE AKASHIC:
AN INTERVIEW WITH
CHRIS THOMAS DVD
Chris Thomas &
Terje Toftenes

In this new interview,
filmed by Terje Toftenes,
Chris Thomas discusses
his experience of obtaining information from the Akashic Records and
what human history is all about. Topics covered include: the concept of Creation, the
evolution of the Universe, extra terrestrial
races, problems with Darwin’s theories, the
origin of human souls, the population of CroMagnon, the Sphinx and Pyramids, the coming transition, The Divine Plan, reincarnation,
the concept of the soul, the origin of religions,
the new children, the future, as well as many
other interesting insights into our life on Earth.

Running time 2hrs 20mins, 2010, RRP £12.50
Code: D210219 Cygnus Price £10.99

THE ANNUNAKI
PLAN? OR THE
HUMAN PLAN?
Chris Thomas

‘rounds’ begin afresh and, this time, there are
no limits and no end-dates.
What we are becoming is very difficult to
describe, as we do not have an adequate
vocabulary to describe our new way of being.
One thing is for certain, it will be beyond our
wildest imaginings.
There are, of course, those who have
attempted to prevent us from reaching this
point by attempting to create ‘A New World
Order’. This acceleration, in our own levels of
consciousness, will ensure that this ‘opposition’ will not, and cannot, succeed but it will
not stop them from trying and so 2011 and
2012 are likely to be periods where our transition will appear difficult.
Just think of this time as though you were
riding on a surf board – whatever the seas of
change throw at us, just ride over the waves,

Being faced with a
choice can always
appear daunting, especially if we are not too
sure what our choices
are, or even the fact
that a choice has to be
made. Do we stay on Earth and become a
‘complete human being’, the soul fully integrated into the physical body and regain
our full psychic potential, or do we travel
away from Earth to a place where we can
‘ascend to a fifth dimension’? Chris Thomas
clarifies the question by explaining just
what our choices are, how they have arisen
and the implications and repercussions of
the two alternatives. This is the choice that
2012 is all about. The Annunaki Plan? or
The Human Plan? is a précis of human
history, as recorded in the Akashic, with an
emphasis on recent history, current events,
and the real significance of 2012 as the
end of a cycle.

80pp, 148mm x 210mm, softback, 2010, RRP £6.50

Code: 201011 Cygnus Price £5.40

SPECIAL OFFER: Buy ‘Hardwired into
the Akashic’ DVD & ‘The Annunaki Plan?
or The Human Plan?’ together for £15.39

Lineage ads: 01558 825 503 Box ads: 0845 456 1571

41%
off!

HEALTH & HOME

WIRED FOR JOY Laurel Mellin

In Wired for Joy, Laurel Mellin presents a simple, proven way to train your brain to move
through stress and back to joy. Her method has
been called the missing link in health care, as it
focuses on rewiring the emotional brain rather
than the thinking brain, which has been the
focus of most other stress-busting methods.
Based on the cutting-edge science of neuroplasticity, Mellin outlines the five states of the
emotional brain. For each state she presents a
specific tool to easily and quickly switch the
brain back to a state of wellbeing. Once you know how to make that
switch, life becomes easier, and stress symptoms – depression, anxiety, overeating, high blood pressure – tend to fade. Instead of focusing
on the symptoms of stress, we can change the wiring that triggers it
and experience new sense of freedom in our lives.

240pp, 152mm x 230mm, softback, 2011, RRP £10.99
Code: 210112 Cygnus Price £6.50

KEEPING BEES Paul Peacock

40%
off!

46%
off!

More popular than ever, beekeeping is a
relaxing, rewarding and fascinating craft that is
fun to learn and the perfect antidote to the
stress of modern life, as well as being highly
environmentally beneficial. Whether you have
a large garden, small back yard or just a roof
terrace, that’s enough room for a hive. This
practical guide covers everything a new beekeeper needs to know, from buying equipment to harvesting your
very own honey. With clear, step-by-step instructions on handling
and checking your bees, helpful tips and advice on keeping them
healthy and productive and also featuring a collection of tempting
honey-based recipes for you to try, Keeping Bees is a solid and
enjoyable introduction to beekeeping.

144pp, 183mm x 199mm, illus in colour, softback, 2008, RRP £12.99
Code: 210220 Cygnus Price £6.95

THE MIRACLE OF LEMONS
Dr Penny Stanway

Lemons have been hailed as a super-food, an
effective natural remedy and an invaluable
multi-purpose household cleanser and freshener. Dr Penny Stanway’s well-researched little book debunks the myths and reveals
which health claims are backed by evidencebased research and which are not, whether
lemons deserve their cult status as a panacea
and just how much they can improve your diet
and well-being. As well as expounding the health-giving and practical properties of lemons, Penny provides an A-Z section of ailments
that can respond to lemons – each entry outlines possible causes of
the ailment, discusses how lemons can help, and suggests how to
use them as a remedy. She gives lemon-containing recipes that will
help care for, beautify and scent your skin and hair and room-byroom ideas for using lemons to keep your home fresh and clean,
fragrant and sparkling. There are inspiring and delicious recipes for
using lemons in food – they add a touch of magic both to the simplest snack and to sweet or savoury dishes to linger over. The book
is completed with instructions on how to grow lemons indoors in a
greenhouse, and outside in a warm climate; how to choose which
lemons to grow; and how best to store them.

144pp, 120mm x 1782mm, softback, 2011, RRP £6.99
Code: 210221 Cygnus Price £4.20

SPECIAL OFFER: buy ‘Keeping Bees’ &
‘The Miracle of Lemons’ together for £10.65

FREE POSTAGE on orders of £25 or more!

PRESENT-MOMENT AWARENESS
THE DEEPEST TRUTH OF HUMAN
EXISTENCE DVD Eckhart Tolle

In a talk given beside the holy Ganga River in
Rishikesh, India, Eckhart Tolle dynamically summarizes the essence of his teachings. Speaking
earnestly and directly to the heart, Eckhart
inspires us to know ourselves at the deepest
level. He takes us, step by step, from the ego
position of the mind to surrender to the Now. He
explains that the best way is to look upon this is
not as a lecture, but as a meditation to explore
the deepest truth of who you are, because you are human existence.
There are two levels to the talk – the words and the gaps between
the words – and the deeper teaching lies not with the words, but in
being aware of the underlying field of stillness out of which the
words come: a level so deep that knowing yourself and knowing God
become one and the same.

Total running time 83mins, 2002, RRP £26.99
Code: D201069 Cygnus Price £23.99

THE JOURNEY HOME Simon Parke

Stunningly well-written and stunningly wise is
how we describe this book. Simon Parke, a
former vicar who went on to work in a supermarket, has crafted ten new commandments
or skillful attitudes that will enable us to find
the journey home to a beautiful life. With words
like arrows shooting straight at their mark,
Simon pierces through our cocoon of conditioned thoughts, beliefs and behaviour, showing us exactly what we need to do to return to
our original innocence, and free the butterfly
within us. Intelligent and thoughtful, these ten commandments will
enable you to free yourself from the burdens of the past, the stresses and strains of the present and fears of the future to become the
alchemist of your own transformation. Though much of the ground
Simon covers is, of course, not new, the way he describes it is totally
magical, and will give much food for thought to the spiritual veteran
and novice alike. [Note: this content was previously published in
hardback, entitled The Beautiful Life]

208pp, 129mm x 198mm, softback, 2011, RRP £7.99
Code: 210222 Cygnus Price £5.40

SPECIAL OFFER: buy ‘The Deepest Truth of Human Existence’
DVD & ‘The Journey Home’ together for £28.39

Cygnus Supporting Membership
If you really like what we’re doing and
want to help keep the energy circulating,
why not make a voluntary subscription?
You can become a Cygnus Supporter
by contributing a suggested amount of
£12 per year (£15 overseas) towards
the cost of receiving the Cygnus Review.
To become a Cygnus Supporter,
just call our Order Line 01558 825 500
or visit

www.cygnus-books.co.uk

www.cygnus-books.co.uk
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Chat Page

Letters and poems from Cygnus members

Star Letter: IN GRATITUDE
Dear Cygnus family
On Dec 31st 2008 I was diagnosed with
breast cancer. 2009 was spent having a
lumpectomy, followed chemotherapy then
radiotherapy. This was very hard for me,
especially after working as a teacher and
practitioner of complementary therapies
for 25 years and using only natural
therapies and remedies for my own health
issues. But I came through, grateful for the
wonderful support of family and friends
and ultimately never doubting for one
moment that my Angels, Guides and
Teachers were with me all the way.
At the end of 2009 I was guided to write
this prayer/invocation which I’d like to
share with you all. Speaking it aloud or
singing it is very empowering and has
helped me immeasurably to regain energy,
strength, confidence, and great vitality:

Divine Director* please enter my day
And let it work out in a wonderful way
Divine Director please enter my day
Chasing the shadows and darkness away
Please enter my heart and enter my mind
Help me leave doubt and worry behind
Let me find happiness, let me find peace
Let all my fear and sadness cease
I open to receive your love
Flowing freely from above
I place myself within your light
Where all is healed and all comes right
Filled with grace I know I am free
To live my life abundantly
I am so grateful for all that I have
experienced, and for the positive shifts and
changes that are now coming into my life.
In gratitude, and with love and blessings,
Ronnie Williams
*Feel free to address the words to Archangel Michael,
Infinite Spirit, Heavenly Father or Mother, as feels
right for you.

Can you know that all is changing
We’re moving on and all are ageing
Can you sit and be to reveal inner harmony
Can you sit and be to resolve life’s complexities.
Can you?
Nickie Hart
Transforming Winter
My being aches with its tearing apart
by Winter’s coldness
its seeds to sow
I resist, then open out to its insistence,
cold fingers of transforming glory
seek my heart,
Winter’s music echoes low
transforms with touch last year’s promises
into the shape of things to come, and be,
held in the New Year of golden vision
lifting you, and lifting me.
Resistance futile, past is over,
paths erased, their splendour gone
to a place I cannot fathom
safe from cold and Winter storm.
Yet again will rise the vision,
new its birth
and old its form,
in the heart of transmutation,
hope and glory are reborn.
Rosalie J Taylor-Veale

14 www.cygnus-books.co.uk

Presented by Pierre Pradervand
At Community of the King of Love,
Whaley Hall, Derbyshire
Friday 6th to Sunday 8th May 2011
Allow Pierre to take you through the
perfect way to develop an awareness that
is constantly centred in love, even in the
midst of the most trying circumstances.
Cost: £250.00 per person, including full
accommodation, food (all dietary needs
catered for) and beverages. A deposit of
£50 is required to secure a place. Payment
by instalment may be arranged.
Friday Evening Talk An in-depth talk
from 7:30pm, Friday 6th May,
The Mechanics Institute, Whaley Bridge.
Cost: £10 per person.
You do not need to be booked on the full
weekend retreat to attend this talk.
For further information, contact:
Jacque 01457 863687
jacque.therapy@tiscali.co.uk
Yvonne 07910 118135
yvonnewalsh5@aol.com

Can you?
Can you know the joy I feel
The joy running through my being
Pervading through my innermost core
sending signals for my spirit to soar
Can you know how lucky I feel
to have a beautiful home, a hearty meal
To see the sun rise, to be alive
To know a hidden power resides deep inside
Can you?

The Gentle Art of Blessing
Weekend Retreat

Community of the King of Love, Whaley Hall,
Whaley Bridge, Derbyshire, SK23 7BL

Janet Baxter

Create an energy mat
Dear Friends
When the weather was damp, so was my
friend’s ground-floor flat. In the colder
months her first job every morning was to
evict the numerous overnight squatters –
slugs, snails, worms, spiders, earwigs,
woodlice, centipedes and silverfish.
Then I read a channelling from Archangel
Michael, concerning our unused potential,
which included the following:’You could
create an energy matting to cover the areas
where there has been flooding, so that the dirt
will not swirl into these places, causing more
chaos. You could visualize the buildings being
reinforced with energy walls, floors and roofs,
making them more secure.’
Wow! Really? Our thoughts could keep the
dirt out?! Surely it could also work with
living creatures? So I experimented by
visualizing an energy matting all around the
inside of my friend’s flat, with the intention
of keeping the creepy-crawlies out. I didn’t
tell her about this until she told me that the
slugs and snails were no longer coming in.
The others were persistent, though, so I
tried visualizing stronger, thicker, denser
matting. It worked! My friend topped it up
herself from time to time, but there were no

more creepy-crawlies in the flat – despite the
cold, wet, weather.
Another tool to add to our belts!
Love and light, Helen Bevan
A New Day is Born
The gentle sound of water pacifies a tired mind
As the sun’s ebbing light fades into someone
else’s dawn
Dreams become reality as the cloak of night
descends once more
Angels dance on the myths of time
The spirit world seeks new disciples
Believers in a bright tomorrow
Now is for darkness, silence and security
For when light is upon us once more
A new day is born
By I.R, sent in by Marion McLennan
THE WRITER OF OUR ‘STAR’ LETTER OR
POEM WILL RECEIVE A £10 VOUCHER. WHY
NOT WRITE TO YOUR CYGNUS FRIENDS?
Write about whatever inspires you. If you have
an insight, experience or poem, please write it
down in NOT MORE THAN 250 WORDS (or, if
it is a poem, in NOT MORE THAN 24 LINES)
and send it by post or email. If you send it by
email, to info@cygnus-books.co.uk, please
include ‘Chat Page’ in the subject line, dropping
your text into the body of the email.
IF YOUR CONTRIBUTION IS PUBLISHED ON
THIS PAGE, OR ON OUR WEBSITE, YOU
WILL RECEIVE A £5 CYGNUS VOUCHER

Post to: Cygnus, PO Box 15, Llandeilo SA19 6YX

Noticeboard

This section is read by more than 80,000 readers.
To have your information included, you may book online at
www.cygnus-books.co.uk/advertisewithcygnus/

Or, for box ads, call Carol on 0845 456 1571
and for lineage ads, call Sian on 01558 825 503

CYGNUS ADVERTISING COPY DATES
ISSUE DETAILS
COPY DATE
April
Fri 4 Mar
3
4
May - June, Therapists Special
Fri 1 Apr
5
July
Fri 3 Jun
6
August - September, 20th Birthday Issue Fri 15 Jul
7
October
Fri 2 Sep

Would you like to reach more than 80k readers in one great mailing list? Advertise here!
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FOUNTAINS COURT - Scarborough
2-Day Residential Holistic Workshops

Healing workshops, focusing on individual needs.
Chakras & Meditation
De-tox
The Reconnection®
Reiki Attunements

Crystal Healing
Food & Mood
Psychic Journey
Yoga.

Creative and discovery, group workshops :

Jewellery making
Vegetarian cooking
The Inner Journey’
Dowsing for beginners
A basic introduction to crystals

Accommodation includes use of hot-tub, sauna & Zen
garden. Prices from £170 p.p.
Visit www.fountainscourt.com or tel 01723 381118

NIRVANA LIGHT

We specialise in ‘love and relationship’

We choose only the best psychics to help give you direction and
guidance. All readers have been tested to an exceptional standard.

‘Phone today to find out why our clients say
we are the UK’s best psychic line’
Credit card readings :

0800 138 44 22

8.30 am - 1.00 am

0906 11 11 912

All major credit/debit cards accepted

24hr premium line readings, tel:

All calls recorded & cost £1.50 per minute from BT landline - PO Box 387, CT9 2WD

We’re open every day of the week
Entertainment only

AtlasPROfilax

NEW AMAZING SELF-EMPOWERING REALIGNMENT

Did you know that the Atlas bone is misaligned in most humans?

What if you could GET RID OF BACK, NECK, KNEES or HIPS
PAIN, WHIPLASH, MIGRAINES, DIZZINESS, TRAPPED NERVES,
DIFFERENCE in LEG LENGTH, FROZEN SHOULDERS, etc…
A strategic and non-chiropractic massage is applied to the short
musculature of the neck

In only one application, safely and permanently

Marie-Agnès Casalini: 07828 954304 / 01342 303279

marie.atlas@yahoo.co.uk

www.marieatlas.co.uk

London (Oxford Circus), West Sussex, Scotland, Cumbria, Blackpool,
Manchester, Birmingham, Glastonbury, Marlborough, Devon

THE INCREDIBLE CHI MACHINE
(Beware of imitations)

The original Sun Ancon Chi Machine and the only one to have
been the subject of extensive clinical trials and medical research.

New to this country and already causing a sensation!

The Amega Wand – a pen sized tool which creates zero point energy to
relieve aches, pains and energise the body, food and liquids.

The MRS 2000 Home Set – The pulsating electromagnetic resonance mat.
Effective for joint/muscle pain, circulatory, respiratory and digestive problems.

The Quantum Laser – Rejuvenates cells, used for pain relief, stress and
clearing cell memory of negative information. For home and clinical use.

Enquiries:- Tricia Courtney Dickens CMH, CHyp, CPNLP,

Tel. 02392 793720
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www.alternativehealthuk.com

THE ISBOURNE HOLISTIC CENTRE
CHELTENHAM
GUEST SPEAKERS:

Monday 28th February: GRAHAM HANCOCK – Parallel Realms:
Elves, Aliens, Angels and Ayahuasca (7-9pm; £13/Early Bird £10)
@ Cheltenham Town Hall
Saturday 26th March: SHEIKH AHMAD DEDE – The Dance of the
Whirling Dervishes (7-10pm; £17.50/Early Bird £15.00/Students
£14.00) @ Gloucestershire University, Park Campus
Monday 4th April: BRANDON BAYS – The Journey (7-9pm;
£13/Early Bird £10) @ Cheltenham Town Hall

More info/bookings via the Isbourne Centre:
www.isbourne.org; 01242 254 321; info@isbourne.org

HEALING RETREAT WEEKENDS
For mind, body & spirit
Thurst House Farm, West Yorkshire

Feb 18th-20th including an evening with Edwin Courtney,
Clairvoyant, channeller and spiritual teacher.
March 18th-20th including a talk on Karma & incarnation
with Hazel Moody.
Full Board £150, treatments from £20

01422 822 820 / 07759 619 043
email: Judith@thursthousefarm.co.uk
www.thursthousefarm.co.uk

IMPORTANT NOTE. We cannot check the authenticity of all the adverts that appear in our Noticeboard, and their inclusion does not imply endorsement by,
or reflect the views or opinions of the editor of the Cygnus Review. Readers should make their own thorough checks of any advert to which they respond.

WOULD YOU LIKE AN EASIER LIFE?

Then Mace Energy Method can help you.
MEM eliminates all unwanted emotional feelings to enable you to
stop worrying and lead a more enjoyable and happier life.
Sessions can be face to face, by phone or Skype

Contact Steve on 01305 829862 www.maceenergymethod.co.uk

NEW AUTHORS

PUBLISH YOUR BOOK, ALL SUBJECTS INVITED
FICTION, NON FICTION, BIOGRAPHY, HISTORICAL, POETRY, SPIRITUAL

Write or send your manuscript to:

ATHENA PRESS

Queen’s House, 2 Holly Road, Twickenham TW1 4EG, England

visit: www.athenapress.com email: info@athenapress.com

Lita de Alberdi

Spiritual Development with a Teacher you can Trust

Workshops are held near Glastonbury in Awakening Your Light Body,
Ascension, Channelling, Reiki, Animal Healing, Tree of Life and much more,
plus guided meditations on CD or as downloads from our web site

www.schoolofthelivinglight.co.uk or tel 01458 211047

Fully awaken the Divine Within

Gift yourself with the truly life-changing experience that is

AVESA

3 day AVESA Certifications in 2011 London 16/18 April
& Glastonbury 16/18 September
email Margaret for full details enlightenmentangel@yahoo.co.uk

TEACHER TRAINING COURSE
Based on the work of Louise Hay

Learn to Teach: A two-day Workshop
‘Love Yourself, Heal Your Life®’ and a 10-week Study Course.
Tel: 01372 460182 email: sharon@dialogues.co.uk

www.dialogues.co.uk

The Acorn School

Established school for students aged 4–19.

Rudolf Steiner-inspired heart-centred education in the Cotswolds. Warm
family atmosphere High academic standard. Inspiring physical education
programme. Direct university entrance gained without government exams.
Students gain a great sense of moral integrity, with strong spiritual values
www.theacornschool.com info@theacornschool.com or 01453 836508

LIGHTSOURCE UK - P’TAAH EVENT
Outrageous Dreams, Outrageous reality

Sat 18 Jun - Life, fulfilment & our connection to the unified field
Sun 19 Jun - Golden Light Essence workshop on how the essences help
with our four fears or misperceptions. For information or booking, contact
Pattie & Ric 01502 478081 info@goldenlightessences.co.uk

www.goldenlightessences.co.uk www.ptaah.com

Add a splash of colour to your advert!
For more information about our full-colour box adverts,
and our entire range of advertising services, visit

www.cygnus-books.co.uk
or call Carol on 0845 456 1571

PRODUCTS & SERVICES

APRICOT SEEDS, which contain high levels of B17, direct from the
Himalayas. £20 for 1kg bag, £12 for 1lb bag plus p&p. Apricot Seed Oil, £5
per 100ml bottle. Please call 0800 374 976
PERSONALISED CANCER TESTING through RGCC-UK Ltd. We offer
blood tests for the early detection of cancer and chemosensitivity
testing for the best treatment options, including complementary treatments. Please contact us for further information. Tel: 0117 3171460
email: info@rgcc-uk.com Web:www.rgcc-uk.com
GEOPATHIC STRESS - CAUSING ILLNESS? Professional British Society
of Dowsers registered, Mike & Maureen Rawles (Dragonstone UK) analyse
your house’s Earth Energy, using remote dowsing, with rectification on-site.
Symptoms: reclusiveness, irrational anger, depression, headaches, insomnia
Tel. 01460 281450 www.dragonstone-uk.com
CRYSTAL SKULL SHOP - new online store offering “Inspiring Creations for
the Ascension Dimension”. Crystal Skull Message Cards, Personal &
Planetary Healing CD, ShadowLight Cards, Crystal Skulls, Starbeings & more
Tel 01634 270307 visit www.crystalskullshop.co.uk
ZERO POINT ENERGY HEALING WAND - Only £99.00. Call Howard on tel
0754-3388280 after 6.30pm or e-mail: themedicinewheel@yahoo.co.uk
MAGNOTHERAPY FOR PEOPLE. Non-evasive, drug free. Bioflow proven
to work on animals maintaining health and healing. Stylish and practical
magnetic units to suit all lifestyles. Glenda Procter
01797 226100 glendaprocter@hotmail.com

PROPERTY FOR SALE/TO LET/WANTED

NORTH WEST IRELAND Fully ecologic wooden Feng Shui House for sale
on 1.8 acres. Strong healing energy, near sacred sites, overlooking a lake
and 4 counties.15 min from Ocean. Price reduced from €650,000 now
€470,000(ono). Visit www.thelife.ie/house Tel. 00353-719854186
TOLL COTTAGE SW WALES FOR SALE Selling as a holiday let, see
www.cottages4you.co.uk Ref W42408. Grade II listed built 1847 1 bedroom.
£110,000 or nearest offer 01267 281161 email leilaandreg@yahoo.co.uk
TAIGH AN T-SOLAIS...HOUSE OF LIGHT FOR SALE near Kyle of
Lochalsh, Scotland. 4 Bedrooms, home of healing and a portal for the light.
Contact: 01599 555448
WEST COUNTRY property wanted to purchase in Devon or Cornwall, suitable for hosting workshops and running retreats. Large or small and any
condition considered. Contact Neil : 07754 016779
or email : neil@neilfrench.co.uk

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

FEMALE BUSINESS PARTNER WANTED to help organise and run
London workshops and West Country retreat. Experience, motivation and
enthusiasm required. For more details contact Neil on
07754 016779 or email: neil@neilfrench.co.uk

HEALING, COACHING & READINGS

EVER FELT YOUR ISSUE ISN’T ACTUALLY YOURS? Nikki Wyatt, The
Karma Coach, helps release ancestral issues. Karmic Flower and Crystal
Essences. Learn your soul gifts with a FREE soul flower reading available at:
www.spiritoftransformation.com
ASCENSION HEALING, ANGEL HEALING, soul purpose path. Janet BoydDixon, a clairvoyant with 20 years experience, reads the Akashic Records, works
with descended masters, clears entities, cuts cords, life coach. 01542 839178.
ENERGY BASE Stonehaven AB39 2JA for Energy Healing (hands on and
remote) - Grief and Trauma Counselling - Spiritual Development Mentoring.
Tel 01569 763903 or visit website www.energybase.co.uk
NEW YEAR – NEW DECISIONS: Confidential,Insightful, One-to-One Tarot
Readings can help. Call anytime 0906 570 6483 calls cost £1.53/min.
PO Box 19 TN37 6YE
ERIN, GIFTED PSYCHIC & MEDIUM. Telephone readings: messages,
guidance & healing available immediately, day or evening with experienced
reader visit www.erinpsychicandmedium.com
Tel. 01239 615299 or 07786 906576
ENERGETIC MEDICINE for acute and chronic conditions – including
degenerative diseases, nervous system disorders and emotional healing
30+ years experience of healing, teaching and counselling. Silvia Martin
TSBMS, MAMP(Mexico) Tel (UK): 07939 128025

For box ads, call Carol on 0845 456 1571, for lineage ads, call Sian on 01558 825 503
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HEALING, COACHING & READINGS
‘JESSICA - CLAIRVOYANT/MEDIUM. Professional, Experienced relationships, career, direction etc. Specialising in mediumship communicate with loved ones who have passed over. Telephone
readings: £22 per 30 mins/£30 per 45 mins. Also Personal Readings &
Party Bookings. Tel: 0117 3737 405 or 07800 929257.

THE BEST READING I’VE EVER HAD’ ‘You get straight to the point
with helpful, meaningful messages.’ ‘I totally agree with everything you
said. I couldn’t be any happier. Spectacular - it’s all true.’ CHANNELLED
READINGS AND MEDIUMSHIP BY PHONE Corinne Jeffrey
Tel 01264 791071
NEGATIVE ENERGY RELEASE. Safely release negativity affecting your
life. Professional remote scanning facilitates the release of negative
thoughts, beliefs, behaviours, past life issues, attachments etc.
Contact Heather Smith 01747 860305

INTERNATIONAL CLAIRVOYANT JENI COUSINS. Accurate phone
and past life readings to answer questions with clarity to guide you on
the right path to find peace within your soul.
www.soulworkwithjeni.com Tel 02891 465987

JANET - NATURAL INTUITIVE, In-depth reading plus healing crystal.
Send full name, DOB & photo (returnable) plus £25 cheque payable to
J. Norton, 25 Laurel Road, Armthorpe, Doncaster DN3 2ES
www.charismainspirit.co.uk

TWO MOONS HEALING ASSOCIATION Healing, Energy Clearance,
Astrology Readings, Spiritual Development, Workshops. Contact: Charlie
020 8671 4756; Janet 07894 537001 Janetbrowning@gmail.com.
www.charliekennedy.co.uk; charlie@charliekennedy.co.uk;

BE THE BEST, HOLISTIC HEALING. Phone sessions with
experienced therapist. Working with Crystals, Reiki, Nutrition,
Kinesiology techniques and more. Contact Claire on 01392 833568 to
get things moving!
CLAIRVOYANT, PAUL - offers spiritually guided consultations in
Brighton & Eastbourne and also by telephone. My work always helps
those ready for change. Please telephone Brighton 01273 602929 for
further details.

DAY-BREAK-TIME FOR NEW BEGINNINGS 5hours 1-1 with
experienced practitioner combining EFT, flower essences, reflexology or
reiki. Glossop area, N.Derbyshire. Veronica (Ronnie) Williams, MAR,
Reiki Master, BFVEA, AAMET Tel: 01457 853563 email:
veronica451@btinternet.com

SOUL REALIGNMENT & SOUL PROFILE READINGS. Energetic
Spiritual Healing Modality. Giving Souls Purpose-History-TalentsOrigins-Trainings. Clearing Record of Blocks and Restrictions.
Booking & Full Details. www.SoulHorizons.co.uk.

AKASHIC RECORD READINGS, £40 clears blockages from past lives,
gives direction, grace point healing, phone sessions and face to face.
Feng Shui & Healthy Home Consultations Tel: 07885 945008
www.fengshuilife.co.uk vickysweetlove@yahoo.co.uk

REDUCED STRESS, IMPROVED HEALTH – Experience the powerful
changes PSYCH-K can bring into all areas of your life from the comfort
of your own home. Phone, Skype or email consultations at
www.remotebeliefbusters.com

PAT POOLE. PSYCHIC, CLAIRVOYANT MEDIUM, Registered healer. I
offer: Psychic readings, Bindrunes (runespells ) Problemsolving, Spirit
rescue.(ghost removal.) plus spiritual healing -animals & people. From
£25 patsyann7@talktalk.net

HONEYDEW HYPNOTHERAPY. Fully Qualified Hypnotherapist in
Lancashire, offering Past Life Regression, Gastric Band Weight Loss
Hypnotherapy & Quit Smoking Hypnotherapy, others available, call
Corrie on 01253 351427 or visit www.honeydewhypnotherapy.co.uk
COMPANION ANIMAL LOSS LISTENING LINE (CALLL) Christine
cares and truly understands the pain of pet loss. She is fully trained in
pet bereavement. Calll 0115 840 2737 visit www.calll.co.uk
email: calllchris@ntlworld.com

ANGEL CHANNELLING by Laura Newbury, author of An Angels’ Guide
to Working with the Power of Light, answering your questions for help
and guidance, visit www.lauranewbury.co.uk or Tel:07729050035
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EVENTS, COURSES & WORKSHOPS
DISCOVER DOWSING! Foundation courses for beginners with The
British Society of Dowsers: at the heart of Dowsing since 1933. 19/20
February, Nr Malvern, Worcs; 19/20 March, Northleach, Glos; 7/8 May
Dorking, Surrey. £139. Tel 01684 576969 www.britishdowsers.org
HEALTH DOWSING COURSES with The British Society of Dowsers: at
the heart of Dowsing since 1933 Introductory Course: 5/6 March.
Advanced Course: 18/19 June. Northleach, Glos £149. Tel 01684
576969 www.britishdowsers.org
ENVIRONMENTAL HEALING & EARTH ENERGIES DOWSING
COURSES with The British Society of Dowsers: at the heart of Dowsing
since 1933. A series of 6 courses to help you go with the flow..
Unmissable! Tel 01684 576969 www.britishdowsers.org
HOMEOPATHY & COMPLEMENTARY HEALTH. Telephone
consultations, remedies & energy medicine, significant discount for
Cygnus readers, free training for health practitioners from highly
experienced homeopaths at Kesteven Natural Health Centre. Call Sue
on 01529 460536 or visit www.centreforhomeopathy.co.uk
STOP THE MIND ........I WANT TO GET OFF!! Peace workshops and
retreat days with Sally Chaffer held regularly in Yorkshire. Experience
ways to stop the mind’s chatter. Empowering blend of healing and
meditation - reconnect with the Now! Tel. 07884 332644
www.peacenowhere.com
KENTISBURY GRANGE HEALING SANCTUARY, North Devon.
Peaceful setting with a loving, sacred atmosphere for Healing.
Accommodation is available for longer stays. Beautiful grounds for
meditation and recuperation. Tel. 01271 882040
www.kentisburygrange.com
ANGELS, ASCENSION, GOLDEN ATLANTIS & Transformational
Teacher Training workshops with Diana Cooper School - courses in
Scotland with Elizabeth Ann. Also spiritual coaching and angel readings
etc. Tel: 01592 743417 visit www.elizabethannmorris.com
DIANA COOPER SCHOOL teacher training courses and workshops
2012 and Beyond, Golden Atlantis, Angels, Ascension and Transform
Your Life in Warwickshire with Master Teachers Jillian and Peter Stott,
01926 851898; jillianstott@btopenworld.com
THE HEALING POWER OF VOCAL SOUND with James D’Angelo,
author of The Healing Power of the Human Voice. Various forms of
toning and chanting for self-healing. www.soundspirit.co.uk and
01452 413220.
INTRODUCTION TO SHAMANISM, 12th/13th March 2011 Weekend
Workshop with Twobirds of Anam Cara, Inverness in West Kilbride,
Ayrshire. Details: 07772 743155 mw.stars@live.co.uk ,
LEMURIAN CRYSTAL ATTUNEMENT COURSES over 5 weeks Milton
Keynes £115, certificated incl. manual. Connect to the highly vibrational
love-based healing energy of the Lemurians. Tel: 01908 240400
or email marcia.lemurianhealing@gmail.com
DOWSING SPIRIT OF PLACE AND DOWSING FOR HEALTH BSD
approved courses with Vicky Sweetlove London 5th/6th February,
12th/13th February £125.00 two days. More information:
tel: 01277 203180 email: vickysweetlove@yahoo.co.uk
www.fengshuilife.co.uk
PSYCH-K® BASIC WORKSHOP - Peterborough April 9th & 10th 2011.
Free your mind from limiting beliefs and change your life in 2011 on this
2 day training course. Tel Sally 07793 526930 or
saharding@onetel.com.
A COMMUNICATING WITH ANIMALS COURSE by Amelia Kinkade.
Windermere, Lake District & a day at a Southlakes Wildanimal Park late
June 2010 for more information see www.ameliakinkade.com
email animaltalk@firenet.uk.net or telephone 01539 436571
HEAL YOUR LIFE TEACHER TRAINING MAY 2011. Run workshops
using effective techniques and the philosophy of Louise Hay, Ernest
Holmes, Bailles etc. Business and practical skills included.
www.healyourlifeteachertraining.co.uk Tel: 02920 710744
PSYCH-K® BASIC WORKSHOP Imagine being the master of your own
destiny. Overcome your subconscious limiting beliefs and start
manifesting your life’ s desires and goals in this weekend workshop. Feb
Birmingham 5/6 Cardiff 12/13 London 29/30. March Cardiff 5/6 Brighton
19/20 Contact Cazzie Dare. www.cazziedare.co.uk
Tel: 07769 581902

Advertise in Cygnus Review for just £42 (30-word text advert) – great value – excellent response

EVENTS, COURSES & WORKSHOPS
SHAMANIC TRAINING Ancient wisdom teachings from the Inca
tradition. Powerful healing techniques shifting the matrix of your energy
field. Train to become a healer, a coach, an inspiration to others, a
catalyst for change in the world. www.spiritoftheinca.com
shaman.healer@talktalk.net Tel: 07765 258614
THE UNICORN CENTRE FOR SPIRITUAL LEARNING in Somerset.
Correspondence, Teacher Training, Healing Practitioner, workshops in
Spiritual Life Awareness, Angels, Unicorns, 2012, Reiki, Lemurian
Healing. Tel: 01460 53699 Visit: www.unicorncentre.com
ANAM CARA RETREAT CENTRE, Scottish Highlands, Inverness.
Residential workshops and retreats in Buddhism, Shamanism,Bushcraft,
Sweatlodge Ceremonies, Soul Quest, Ancient Crafts, Healing Arts and
working retreats. To request a programme, tel. 01463 711702
email: welcome@anamcara.org visit: www.anamcara.org
KARUNA REIKI® The next step for Reiki Masters (all lineages) seekers
of Universal Truth and Compassion. 3 day classes set in beautiful Peak
District. Contact Janet Roome (UK Karuna Reiki Rep) Tel. 01629
733227 email: peakspirit@hotmail.co.uk visit
www.karunareiki.co.uk
ANGELIC REIKI Experience the absolute joy of healing with the
Angels. Workshops and treatments in Norfolk. Will travel by invitation to
facilitate workshops. Contact Alison on Tel. 07540 938107
www.angelreiki-norfolk.com
EGYPT SACRED MYSTERIES TRIP OF A LIFETIME.Travel like a
pharaoh not a tourist. Luxury sailing boat, 10 cabins, spiritual
workshops, private ceremonies, meditations at sacred sites, remote
temples, private access to Great Pyramid, Sphinx and more.
Call Christine 020 8305 2317 www.talkingpeace.co.uk
LEARN COLOUR REIKI with Spirit of the Peak Centre for Reiki Training,
in beautiful Derbyshire, Peak District. 26/27 March 2011. tel 01629
733227 www.peakspirit.co.uk email: peakspirit@hotmail.co.uk
FOLLOW YOUR ANGEL PATH in South Wales: workshops, courses,
healing and readings with Anthea Todd ATP®, certified by Doreen Virtue
PhD, Diana Cooper Teacher and Reiki Master. Call 01792 862 687 or
visit www.walkwithangels.co.uk
WILD GOOSE CHIGONG. A graceful sequence of movements for
health. Learn to wear your body more comfortably. One Saturday a
month near Carmarthen, South Wales.
Contact Anne on 01554 833953
CRYSTAL HEALING THERAPIST DIPLOMA - March 2011 Intake. Two
year BCMA recognised Crystal Healing qualification. 24 full day monthly
tutor led sessions in Great Eccleston nr Preston Contact 01253 508165
mob 0783 4072273 www.britishacademyofcrystalhealing.co.uk
FLOWER ESSENCE DIPLOMA 12 MONTH ACCREDITED, insurable
course. Includes audio interviews with top flower essence producers
from around world. Part online part attendance. Call 07725 609873
for prospectus. Visit http://www.flower-essences.net/courses.shtml
LIFETRACKING - LEARN AND EXPLORE:- kinesiology/muscle testing
- tracking skills - energy awareness - fundamentals of Chinese Medicine
5 weekends starting 26th March in London (Kew) Lizzie Hubbard/Judith
Vincent 01803 612326 www.lifetracking.net
LIVING YOUR TRUTH. A unique opportunity for learning, connection,
growth and support on your journey of personal and spiritual enquiry. A
series of 1-day workshops in Somerset. Contact 01823 664325
or wayoflifehealing@btinternet.com
ANGELIC REIKI COURSES IN BEAUTIFUL WEST WALES with Trish
and Anne. Level 1 and 2 in April. Spiritual growth and healing with the
Divine light of the Angels. Tel 01239 621796
www.angelheartlighttherapiesandcourses.com
NEW IN EVESHAM TOWN CENTRE. Half-hour lunch-time meditation
practice, led by qualified teacher, starts Tues 1st March. Afternoon and
evening classes also available. See www.beingcentred.co.uk
Email kate@beingcentred.co.uk Tel 07780 794081.
BODY MIRROR HEALING - Designed by Martin Brofman. Your body
mirrors your consciousness. Learn this technique to heal yourself and
others. March 5th & 6th , London, £200. Contact www.healer.ch or
wingspandr@yahoo.co.uk

RETREATS, B&B & HOLIDAY ACCOMMODATION

GAUNTS HOUSE, DORSET offers an annual programme of residential
courses, retreats and events. Established workshop and day conference
venue. Presently inviting applications for community and Wwoofing.
Tel. 01202 841522 or visit: www.GauntsHouse.com

RETREATS, B&B & HOLIDAY ACCOMMODATION

VEGIVENTURES HOLIDAYS, tours and short breaks in Britain, Turkey,
Peru and the Caribbean. Great vegetarian/vegan food, small friendly
groups, environment oriented. Tel: +44 (0)1760 755888, email
holidays@vegiventures.com visit www.vegiventures.com
MAGICAL PEMBROKESHIRE Two idyllic s/c cottages, sleeps 2&5. Four
poster. C.H. wood burners. Fully equipped. Spiritual, Reiki, Seichem Healings
available during your stay in these tranquil surroundings. Tel Pam 01994
419439 visit somerscottages.co.uk email somerspam@yahoo.co.uk
COMFORTABLE B&B, HAMMERSMITH, LONDON. Central,
quiet,close to river, pubs, restaurants, all attractions. Ideal base
holidays, courses, exhibitions, business. Double/twin/triple £26pppn.
Single £39. Tel: Anne/Sohel Armanios 020 7385 4904 visit
www.thewaytostay.co.uk
LOVELY, SELF-CONTAINED, ONE FLOOR COTTAGE, nr Bath,
Longleat & Stourhead. Sleeps 4. 48ft lounge, flat screen tv, indoor
swimming pool, fishing, glorious countryside. £100 per day.
Tel. 01749 813890 email: Bradyandbingham@aol.com
Y BWTHYN BACH Cosy, one room, self-catering, barn conversion with
wood stove, in a beautiful garden, with immediate access to wild North
Pembrokeshire countryside and 1 mile from the coast. Perfect for walking,
meditation, writing etc. Tel 01348 811282 or visit www.genuslocus.net
BREATHING SPACE: A Holistic Retreat for Women. Set in a tranquil area of
Norfolk. Sandy beaches and broads nearby. Relax, unwind and just ‘be’
Enjoy a warm welcome, nutritional home cooked food. Local recommended
therapists.Tel 01692 582233 visit www.breathingspacenorfolk.com
CORNWALL HOLIDAY IN BUDE, spacious bungalow, sleeps 5 short
walk to town, wild, beautiful beaches, coastal paths, short drive to
Tintagel, Dartmoor. Available throughout 2011 Contact Joanna:
01753 527722/07766 974431 email: budeholiday@aol.co.uk
PYRENEES (PAU), NEAR LOURDES, converted barn (2 bed/bath),
cosy but stylish, for your own personal getaway: beautiful, peaceful and
affordable. Come for a healing break, retreat or holiday.
www.efe.co.uk/pau-gite, Jacqueline Tel. 0033 5590 64733.
BEAUTIFUL LOG CABIN IN PEACEFUL SETTING. Ideal base for
reflection, meditation & within walking distance of the Pembrokeshire
coast. Reconnection Healing and The Reconnection available.
Telephone Charlotte on 07976 269684 or 01994 453316.
REAWAKENING SOULS RETREAT - 27th-30th August, 3 nights fully
residential. Sound Temple, Ancient Artefacts, Labyrinth, Talks, Personal
Sessions and Workshops including “Activating Your Stargate” & “Walking
the Universe with Crystal Skulls” Tel 01634 270307 visit
www.reawakeningsouls.co.uk
DOWSING RETREAT, LIMOGES, FRANCE, 4 days May 27th-31st.
Earth Energies Spirit of Place, BSD approved Sacred Geometry. £618
lunch, dinner, bed & breakfast. trips to sacred stones and menhirs.
Vicky Sweetlove 01277 203180 www.fengshuilife.co.uk
vickysweetlove@yahoo.co.uk
FRENCH PYRENNEES-NURTURING SUMMER HOLIDAYS- double
selfcontained accommodation and garden. Superb village setting,
walking, swimming, markets, monasteries. Support from host and yoga
lessons available. £140 weekly pp. Clairefinka@waitrose.com
Tel 01142 308821
GODDESS RETREATS (as featured April 10 edition Kindred Spirit.)
dance, ritual, healing, laughing. Next one Spain April/May 2011.
Goddess transformation CD for sale online. Bellydance
workshops/shows. For details, video, reviews, pictures of previous
retreats, visit www.ishtar.tv tel 07944 564302
NEW PINE LODGE. ORGANICALLY PAINTED INSIDE. Spectacular
sea and countryside views. Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty, Devon.
Superb beach under a mile. Warm, cosy Self Catering, sleeps 2
Tel 01548 560426
LOVELY B&B in Derbyshire Peak District. Interesting old house in
quirky small town. All diets catered (Veggie owners). Stone Circle tours,
massage etc. Highly recommended by guests. Tel 01629 824258 visit
www.number37wirksworth.co.uk
Bluemoon Farm (Quinta Lua Azul) in peaceful Portugal. The idyllic
retreat to rest, relax; refresh the spiritual inner being and create your
unique life plan metaphor. www.realportugalholidaylets.com
MOUNTAIN RETREAT CENTRE overlooking Sparti, Greece.
Accommodation in log cabins or three bedroom tents. Classes
available, dowsing, meditation, spiritual development, Reiki
attunements, wallking, bird watching or just chilling out. Phone Jean
Brownbill 0030-27310-83738 email jean_brownbill2yahoo.co.uk
website www.theolivebranchretreatcenter.gr
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I wish to pay by:
cheque postal order
Mastercard
Visa Debit
Maestro
My card number is:

Visa American Express
Solo
Electron

Start date:

Security no:

Cardholder’s signature:

Expires:

Date:

Issue no:



No quibble returns policy: If you are not completely satisfied with anything
you have bought from us, you are welcome to return it within 10 days and we
will be glad to send you a refund or credit note (please state which you prefer). This does not affect your statutory rights.

A note for overseas customers: It will be easiest if you pay by credit/debit card.
However, if you want to pay by cheque, please note that we can only accept
cheques in £ sterling drawn on a British bank account.

